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Executive summary

Background and objectives

States are on the brink to start negotiations on a global agreement on plastic

pollution. In this context, scientists, policymakers and stakeholders voiced requests

for strengthening and improving the knowledge base on marine litter and

microplastics. These requests often include demands for a scientific advisory

mechanism or body that operates as two-way interface between science and policy

and that informs policy- and decision-making in the global combat against plastic

waste in the oceans. In this context, they also emphasise the need for a life cycle

approach to marine plastic pollution that covers all stages in the plastics life cycle.

Against this background, the report makes the case for a global scientific

mechanism on marine litter and microplastics and discusses the conditions to make

it work effectively and to enable it to strengthen the global science and knowledge

base on marine litter and microplastics.

The report’s ultimate aim is to inform policymakers and stakeholders that seek to

establish an effective global scientific mechanism on marine litter and microplastics.

The report does not issue recommendations on any of the presented options but

simply aims at informing decisions accordingly. It does so by

1. providing policymakers and stakeholders with arguments for the establishment

of a global scientific mechanism on marine litter and microplastics; and

2. generating insights into key requirements, specific design features and

institutional options of effective science-policy interfaces.

Structure

The report, first of all, substantiates the need for a global scientific mechanism on

marine litter and microplastics (Chapter 2). To this end, it highlights the key benefits

and identifies the key functions and outputs of effective science-policy interfaces in

global environmental governance (Chapter 2). Against this background, it assesses

the strengths and weaknesses in the existing landscape of scientific mechanisms

and bodies on marine litter and microplastics at global and regional levels (Chapter

2). The report then derives the expected benefits as well as the desirable key

functions and outputs of a global scientific mechanism on marine litter and

microplastics (Chapter 2). Subsequently, it reviews key requirements, specific design

features and related practices that make existing science-policy interfaces in global

environmental governance work effectively (Chapter 3). Next, the insights from this

review are applied to the possible design of a global scientific mechanism on marine

litter and microplastics (Chapter 3). Before the report wraps up its main findings in

the conclusions (Chapter 5), it discusses and compares core features of three

options for the institutional setting of science-policy interfaces, their main

advantages and disadvantages, and their implications in the context of marine

plastic pollution (Chapter 4).
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Key messages

Three key messages stand out:

1. The existing global science and knowledge base on marine litter and

microplastics warrants political action across the entire plastics life cycle.

2. Yet, there is need for a global scientific mechanism on marine litter and

microplastics in order to strengthen the global science and knowledge base and

to improve scientific policy advice across the entire plastics life cycle.

3. In terms of effectiveness, decisions about the design of such a mechanism are

overall more important than decisions on its institutional setting.

Key benefits and functions of science-policy interfaces

Key benefits: Science-policy interfaces contribute to global environmental

governance in four ways. They

1. inform and guide national and international policymaking on a global

environmental challenge by providing, synthesising and communicating scientific

knowledge on that challenge and by translating scientific findings into policy-

relevant knowledge, including policy recommendations;

2. guide scientific research in a way that its findings are relevant to political and

other decision-making processes by involving relevant stakeholders and ensuring

that scientific research responds to their needs;

3. create, maintain or raise awareness about an environmental challenge, influence

agenda-setting and create pressure to act; and

4. lay the ground for effective political interventions by providing knowledge on the

sources and causes of an environmental challenge and by assessing the

effectiveness of policy interventions.

Key functions: To achieve their purpose, science-policy interfaces in global

environmental governance typically perform five key functions. They

1. conduct timely and regular knowledge assessments;

2. catalyse and guide knowledge generation;

3. enable exchange between scientists, policymakers and stakeholders;

4. facilitate access to and exchange of knowledge, information and data; and

5. improve capacities to conduct knowledge assessments
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Strengths and weaknesses in the existing landscape of scientific
mechanisms and bodies on marine litter and microplastics

Strengths: The report finds that the existing global and regional assessments

contributed to a consolidation of the scientific knowledge on the extent, sources,

pathways and effects of marine plastic pollution. They consolidated what is known

and identified what is not known or where knowledge needs to be further improved.

Overall, the knowledge assessments agree that there is sufficient scientific

knowledge to warrant political action and further research at all levels.

Weaknesses: Yet, the global and regional science and knowledge base on marine

plastic pollution is in need for improvement. The current landscape of these bodies

and mechanism is best described as a highly fragmented and insufficiently

institutionalised patchwork. It features several weaknesses, shortcomings and gaps

in the performance of the typical core functions that usually characterise science-

policy interfaces in global environmental governance. Five stand out.

1. Gaps in global and regional assessment reports that review and synthesise

existing knowledge (namely, too few regional assessments, lack of a

comprehensive life cycle approach, neglect of knowledge on policy responses

and inattention to sciences other than natural sciences).

2. Limited exchange between scientists, policymakers and stakeholders.

3. Limited access to knowledge, data and information.

4. Lack of regularity in global and regional knowledge assessments.

5. Lack of coordination of the various existing scientific mechanisms and bodies.

Overall, the status quo weakens the authoritativeness of global and regional

scientific knowledge assessments on marine litter and microplastics and impairs the

effectiveness of their scientific policy advice. Ultimately, it reduces their potential to

realise the main benefits that science-policy interfaces typically offer in global

environmental governance.

If well designed, a global scientific mechanism on marine litter and microplastics

provides the best opportunity to overcome the existing weaknesses. It would help to

strengthen the science and knowledge base in this area and to improve the scientific

policy advice on this issue by increasing the authoritativeness of knowledge

assessments.
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Desirable key functions and outputs of a global scientific
mechanism on marine litter and microplastics

Key functions: Any mandate of a global scientific mechanism on marine litter and

microplastics should enable the mechanism to perform all five core functions of

science-policy interfaces in global environmental governance. Then, the mechanism

can best contribute to increasing the authoritativeness of the knowledge

assessments and effectively improving the science and knowledge base on marine

litter and microplastics that informs related policy- and decision making. Five key

functions deserve however particular attention. The mandate needs to enable the

global scientific mechanism to

1. promote the use of life cycle approaches to marine litter and microplastics in all

its activities;

2. to consider the regional heterogeneity of the problem;

3. increase the coherence and consistency in the approaches to the knowledge

assessments at global and regional levels;

4. improve the two-way exchange between scientists, policymakers and other

stakeholders; and

5. provide easy access to scientific knowledge, data and information by

establishing a clearing-house mechanism.

Key outputs: More specifically, the mandate needs to enable the global scientific

mechanism to generate much needed outputs:

• Comprehensive and periodic global (and possibly also regional) knowledge

assessments covering all stages in the life cycle of plastics

• Specific and periodic global (and possibly also regional) knowledge assessments

on selected aspects of marine litter and microplastics, including separate

assessments of knowledge on each individual stage in the life cycle of plastics

and on the effectiveness of policy interventions

• Harmonisation and standardisation of methodologies to monitor and assess

the extent, sources, pathways and effects of marine litter and microplastics at

global and regional levels and across all stages in the life cycle of plastics

• Harmonisation of regional knowledge assessments or, at least, guidance to the

greatest extent possible, thereby promoting comprehensive assessments of

knowledge on all stages in the life cycle of plastics and separate assessments of

knowledge on individual stages

• Identification and evaluation of effective mitigation strategies across all stages

in the life cycle of plastics

Key requirements and desirable design elements of a global
scientific mechanism on marine litter and microplastics

Key requirements: In general, the design of science-policy interfaces and thus also of

a global scientific mechanism on marine litter and microplastics should meet four

key requirements in order to fully exploit its potential: credibility, legitimacy, salience

and relevance of outputs, and agility. In addition, it needs to find an appropriate

balance between scientific independence of the mechanism and its responsiveness
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to the needs of policymakers and stakeholders.

Credibility: To gain credibility, the design needs to facilitate transparency, openness

to potential critique or diverging views, and scientific independence. To this end, the

design needs to ensure 1) an appropriate selection of relevant experts, 2) an

independent peer review, 3) a separation of scientific and political processes and

outputs, 4) an appropriate access to and use of knowledge data and information,

and 4) transparent rules of procedure.

Legitimacy: To ensure legitimacy a broad range of scientists and multiple

stakeholder groups need to be able to contribute to its work and to develop

ownership towards the results. To this end, the design needs to ensure 1)

inclusiveness as regards holders of scientific, indigenous and local knowledge, and 2)

participation of knowledge holders, policymakers and stakeholders a) in the

production of outputs and b) in decision-making processes.

Salience and relevance: To make the outputs salient and relevant, the design needs 1)

to allow for a broad participation of relevant actors in the production of outputs, 2)

tailor its outputs to the needs of target audiences, and 3) develop communication

and outreach strategies.

Agility: To ensure agility, the design should 1) establish a built-in review mechanism

and 2) allow for flexibility in the scientific work to adapt to changing circumstances.

Balance between independence and responsiveness: To achieve this balance several

options exist. At minimum, the design should separate scientific processes and

outputs (e.g., knowledge assessments) from political processes and outputs (e.g.

policy recommendations), and provide some informal avenues for scientists to

influence (but not to decide on) the mechanism agenda and work programme. At

maximum, the design could establish processes through which scientists,

policymakers and stakeholders jointly decide on the work programme.

Key design elements: In the context of marine litter and microplastics, some of these

design elements require specification.

1. Selected experts should include scientists from all relevant disciplines (and not

only natural sciences) and holders of local and indigenous knowledge with a

view to regional representativeness.

2. The mechanism should use and give equal consideration to knowledge from all

relevant sciences (again beyond natural sciences) and relevant local and

indigenous knowledge.

3. The mechanism’s working and decision-making processes should be open to

scientists from all relevant disciplines, other holders of relevant knowledge,

policymakers and stakeholders (across all stages in the plastics life cycle) and

allow for their broad participation.

4. The mechanism’s built-in review process should enable scientists to identify,

bring onto the agenda and quickly respond to newly emerging issue.
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Options for the institutional setting of a global scientific
mechanism on marine litter and microplastics

No institutional option as such is superior to the other options in terms of

effectiveness, since the effectiveness of a science-policy interface hardly depends on

its basic institutional setting but rather on the key elements and specific features of

its design.

Likewise, there is no option that is overall more advantageous than all other options

in terms of institutional requirements. Each option comes with trade-offs, features a

range of advantages and disadvantages, and faces more or less severe constraints

with regards to feasibility.

Despite deciding on an institutional setting, policy- and decision-makers will also

have to decide on the scope of the global scientific mechanism. Whether the

mechanism should incorporate or merely coordinate regional assessments will have

implications for costs and the extent of consistency and coherence in the (regional)

science and knowledge base.

Core features: Three options for the institutional setting are conceivable:

1. An intergovernmental panel, established through a separate and independent

international agreement, with its own governing body that decides on the

programme of work, budget and rules of procedure, and with its own

secretariat.

2. A subsidiary scientific body under a multilateral agreement, where the

governing body of the agreement decides on the programme of work, budget

and rules of procedure, and the agreement’s secretariat provides services

3. A scientific mechanism under an international organisation, where the

governing body of the international organisation decides on the programme of

work, budget and rules of procedure, and the organisation’s secretariat provides

services

Main advantages and disadvantages:

An intergovernmental panel has the highest independence from other institutions. In

comparison, it incurs the highest administrative and organisational costs. Its

establishment needs to overcome the widespread reluctance of states to create new

institutions.

A subsidiary scientific body under a multilateral agreement has a high

responsiveness to the needs of policymakers and stakeholders. It incurs lower

administrative and organisational costs than an intergovernmental panel. Its

establishment requires the prior adoption of multilateral agreement.

A scientific mechanism under an international organisation also has a high

responsiveness to the needs of policymakers and stakeholders. It also incurs lower

administrative and organisational costs than an intergovernmental panel. In

comparison, its funding is less reliable, stable and continuous.

Implications: The decision about the institutional setting of a global scientific

mechanism on marine litter and microplastics is less influential on whether the

mechanism is able to perform the key functions of an effective science-policy
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interface and to meet its key requirements. This depends more on its mandate and

specific design. The decision on the institutional setting is above all a question of

political priorities and aims.

• An intergovernmental panel is the most promising option, if the aim is to

establish a continuous and stable mechanism with secure funding.

• A mechanism under a multilateral agreement is the most promising option, if

the aim is to limit additional costs and burdens.

• A mechanism under an international organisation is the most promising option,

if the aim is to establish a mechanism in short time; to limit additional costs and

burdens; and/or to make sure that a mechanism is established at all and all

other aims are subordinated to this aim.

None of these options is necessarily exclusive of the others, since one could also

imagine to initiate the interconnectivity between science and policy by establishing

an integrated mechanism, which would then be either transferred to be governed by

a new global agreement or spur negotiations for an intergovernmental panel.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

“The accumulation of plastic litter in the ocean is a common concern for humankind

owing to its far-reaching environmental, social and economic impacts.” (UNEP 2016,

p. xii) Already in 2016, this was the conclusion of the United Nations Environment

Programme (UNEP). The United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) describes

“marine debris, and plastics in particular, [as] some of the greatest environmental

concerns of our time, along with climate change, ocean acidification, and loss of

biodiversity” (UNGA 2017, pp. 33–34). Others see marine litter and microplastics as

“one of the greatest anthropogenic threats our planet faces” (EIA et al. 2020, p. 2;

see also United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) 7/27/

2020) or a “planetary boundary threat” (UNEP 2019b, p. 31).

Responses to this threat require not only “systemic solutions covering policy,

technology, management, financing, knowledge and research, awareness raising and

behaviour change” (UNEP 2019b: 9). In the most recent related resolution of the

United Nations Environment Assembly (UNEA), states also stress “the importance

of more sustainable management of plastics throughout their life cycle in order to

increase sustainable consumption and production patterns” (UNEP 2019g: 1). This

life cycle approach includes upstream or pre-consumption solutions, e.g. innovative

and sustainable product designs, as well as downstream or post-consumption

solutions, e.g. better plastic waste management. In November 2020, at the Fourth

Meeting of the Ad-hoc Open-ended Expert Group on Marine Litter and

Microplastics, many states underscored the need for a life-cycle approach (ENB

2020). Assessments of marine litter and microplastics deem this approach necessary

as plastic losses to the environment occur at every stage of the plastics life cycle,

including production, use and disposal (UNEP 2019b: 43-56): Moreover, they “come

from a variety of sources, including plastic products, textiles, fisheries, agriculture,

industry and general waste” (SAPEA 2020). Consequentially, plastic litter and

microplastics occurs everywhere in the environment: They are “already present

across air, soil and sediment, freshwaters, seas and oceans, plants and animals, and

in several components of the human diet“ (SAPEA 2020). In other words, the

accumulation of marine litter and microplastics in the oceans is often only the

ultimate result of a long sequence of plastic losses to the environment. Marine

plastic pollution starts with the production of plastics and – before it occurs –

affects other environmental compartments, too.

In view of this problem, demands for a global agreement to reduce marine litter and

microplastics have been rising for many years. Most prominently, the Nordic

Ministers of Environment and Climate adopted a declaration in April 2019, calling for

a global agreement (Nordic Council of Ministers for the Environment and Climate

2019). In 2020, two significant step were taken in this context. First, in June 2020,

Norway, Antigua and Barbuda, and the Maldives initiated the Group of Friends

(GoF) to Combat Marine Plastic Pollution. 54 countries, the European Union (EU)

and several civil society organisations, including the World Wildlife Fund for Nature

(WWF), joined this initiative. Amongst other objectives, the Group aims at

supporting “the process to explore global response options, including a new global

agreement” (Norwegian Government 2020a; see also Norwegian Government
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2020b). In its declaration, the Group supports demands to adopt a life cycle

approach. It calls for “a comprehensive response that considers the entire lifecycle of

plastics at the local, national and global levels” (Norwegian Government 2020b).

Second, in October 2020, the Nordic Council published a report on the possible

design of a new global agreement to prevent plastic pollution (Raubenheimer and

Urho 2020). This report again emphasises the need for a life cycle approach. It

concludes that the shortcomings in the current governance of plastic pollution

“necessitate a global response that extends beyond waste management to address

the entire life cycle of plastic pollution” (Raubenheimer and Urho 2020b: 9). Plastic

pollution should not be only addressed in the oceans but “requires a much-needed

systemic change that enables better management of plastics on land too”

(Raubenheimer and Urho 2020b:11). Ultimately, the reduction or even elimination of

the discharge of plastics into the oceans “can only be achieved when global

governance spans the entire plastics life cycle, addressing product design and the

entire supply chain” (Raubenheimer and Urho 2020b:11). Similar declarations from a

variety of actors preceded or followed up on these initiatives. Among these actors

were regional international organisations, e.g. the African Ministerial Conference on

the Environment (ACMEN) (ACMEN 2019), the Caribbean Community (CARICOM)

(Caribbean Community (CARICOM) 7/6/2019), the Pacific Regional Environment

Programme (SPREP) (SPREP 2018, p. 21), and the EU (EC 2020a, 2020c). Moreover,

think tanks (EIA et al. 2020; Simon et al. 2018), foundations, e.g. the Allen MacArthur

Foundation (The Ellen MacArthur Foundation 2020), and civil society, e.g. the WWF

(WWF et al. 2020; WWF 2019) support the calls for a global agreement on plastic

pollution. Likewise, multinational companies endorsed such an agreement

(www.plasticpollutiontreaty.org). Last but not least, the relevant academic and

policy literature welcomed the call for a global agreement (Rochette et al. 2020,

p. 9).

Many of these calls to global action go hand in hand with requests for strengthening

and improving the knowledge base on marine litter and microplastics. These

requests often include demands for a scientific advisory mechanism or body that

operates as interface between science and policy and informs policy- and decision-

making in the global combat against plastic waste in the oceans. In the most recent

UNEA resolution on marine litter and microplastics, states stressed “the urgent need

to strengthen the science-policy interface at all levels and to do more to support

science-based approaches” (UNEP 2019g, p. 1). The Chair’s Summary of the Fourth

Meeting of the Ad Hoc Open-ended Expert Group on Marine Litter and Microplastics

also lists the establishment of an international advisory scientific panel as one of the

response options to be forwarded to UNEA’s Fifth Session for further consideration

(UNEP 2020a). The GoF to Combat Marine Plastic Pollution aims at “advancing

policy-relevant research and understanding of the plastic pollution problem to

decision-makers” (Norwegian Government 2020b, p. 4). Likewise, in its 2019

Implementation Framework for Actions on Marine Plastic Litter, the G20

emphasises the importance to share scientific knowledge and information on this

issue. It also intends to “encourage international coordination on scientific research

[…] and the sharing of scientific knowledge” (G20 2019, p. 4). Moreover, the Nordic

Council’s report on the design of a new global agreement proposes to establish a

global science policy interface (Raubenheimer and Urho 2020b: 93-95). Other actors

advocate similar demands (EIA et al. 2020, p. 10; Simon et al. 2018, IV and 35; G7

2018, pp. 3–4; Raubenheimer et al. 2018, p. 220).
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1.2 Objective and structure

This study introduces and discusses approaches to designing a global scientific

mechanism or body that operates as science-policy interface on marine litter and

microplastics in order to strengthen the global scientific knowledge base about the

entire life cycle of plastics. Overall, the study serves to support decision-makers and

stakeholders in the set-up of such a mechanism, body or interface that effectively

informs policymaking at all levels. This also includes the support of a possible global

agreement on plastic pollution.

To this end, the study makes a case to establish a global scientific mechanism on

marine litter and microplastics and identifies key functions, minimum requirements

and options for the institutional setting that enable the mechanism to work

effectively. Chapter 2 substantiates the need for a global scientific mechanism on

marine litter and microplastics and identifies desirable key functions and outputs of

such a mechanism. Chapter 3 proposes minimum requirements in the design of such

mechanism that ensure its successful operation. Chapter 4 finally works out three

different options for the institutional setting of a global scientific mechanism on

marine litter and microplastics.
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2 The case for a global scientific
mechanism and its key functions

The overall status quo of the existing landscape of global and regional scientific

advisory bodies and mechanisms on marine litter and microplastics is in need for

improvement. It features several weaknesses, shortcomings and gaps in the

performance of the typical core functions that usually characterise science-policy

interfaces in global environmental governance. This weakens the overall

authoritativeness of scientific knowledge assessments on marine litter and

microplastics and impairs the effectiveness of their scientific policy advice. Thus, the

current state of affairs reduces the potential to realise the main benefits that

science-policy interfaces typically offer in global environmental governance. If well

designed, a global scientific mechanism on marine litter and microplastics helps to

overcome the weaknesses in the status quo. As result, it helps to strengthen the

knowledge base and to improve the scientific policy advice on this issue. This is the

basic argument for its establishment.

The argument derives from three considerations:

1. An overview on main benefits and typical core functions of science-policy

interfaces in global environmental governance in general.

2. A review of the existing landscape of global and regional bodies and

mechanisms that operate as science-policy interfaces on marine litter and

microplastics.

3. An appraisal of key achievements and shortcomings of this landscape in

performing typical core functions of science-policy interfaces in global

environmental governance.

Taken together, these considerations eventually permit proposals on the necessary

and desirable key functions and outputs that deserve particular attention in the

establishment and design of an effective global scientific mechanism on marine

litter and microplastics.

2.1 Benefits and core functions of scientific mechanisms in global
environmental governance

Global environmental scientific mechanisms or bodies operate as two-way

interfaces between science and policy. As “essential elements towards more

effective environmental governance” (Koetz et al. 2009, p. 1), they serve two goals.

On the one hand, they inform and guide national and international policymaking on

a global environmental challenge. To this end, they provide, synthesise and

communicate scientific knowledge on the extent, sources, causes, effects and

governance of that challenge. Equally important, they translate scientific findings

into policy-relevant knowledge, including policy recommendations. On the other

hand, they guide science. They feed knowledge needs of stakeholders, including

policymakers, into scientific research. As result, they ensure that science produces
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insights relevant for stakeholders and their decisions. In other words, science-policy

interfaces in global environmental governance are “social processes which

encompass relations between scientists and other actors in the policy process, and

which allow for exchanges, co-evolution, and joint construction of knowledge with

the aim of enriching decision-making” (van den Hove 2007, p. 815).

If well-designed, global environmental scientific mechanisms or bodies benefit the

governance of a global environmental challenge at international, regional or national

levels in three ways. First, their assessments of the extent, effects and trends of an

environmental challenge create, maintain or raise awareness about an

environmental challenge. They influence agenda-setting and create pressure to act.

Second, they lay the ground for effective political interventions. They do so by

providing knowledge and understanding of the underlying sources and causes of the

environmental challenge and by assessing the effectiveness of existing or planned

policies. Third, they guide scientific research in a way that its findings are relevant to

political and other decision-making processes. To this end, they involve the relevant

stakeholders into the identification of research priorities and ensure that scientific

research responds to these stakeholders’ needs.

To achieve their purpose, science-policy interfaces in global environmental

governance perform five key functions:

1. Conducting timely and regular knowledge assessments

2. Catalysing and guiding knowledge generation

3. Enabling exchange between scientists, policymakers and stakeholders

4. Facilitating access to and exchange of information and data

5. Improving capacities to conduct knowledge assessments

2.1.1 Conducting timely and periodic knowledge assessments

This is the core function and key activity of any science-policy interface in global

environmental governance. The knowledge assessments regularly collect,

accumulate, review and critically judge the existing, possibly fragmented scientific

knowledge on an environmental challenge and its governance. More recently, global

science-policy interfaces increasingly turn to also review indigenous, local and non-

traditional knowledge in their assessments. The global and regional knowledge

assessments of the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and

Ecosystem Services (IPBES) were the first such assessments that systematically

review indigenous and local knowledge (McElwee et al. 2020). Likewise, UNEP’s

Global Environment Outlook (GEO) considers indigenous and local knowledge and

includes authors from indigenous people (UNEP 2019d). In preparation of its Sixth

Assessment Report, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), for

example, strives to take into account indigenous knowledge and to include

indigenous authors (SEI 2020).

The knowledge assessments may address the environmental challenge and its

governance comprehensively, including its extent, sources, causes, effects and trends

as well as related policy responses and options. Prominent examples of such

assessments are the IPCC reports (see: IPCC 2020b) or the regional and global

reports on ecosystem services of the IPBES (see: IPBES 2020a). In addition,
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knowledge assessments like UNEP’s GEO (UNEP 2019d) also specifically monitor

and evaluate progress in the implementation of policies and assess the effectiveness

of existing or planned policy interventions.

The knowledge assessments may also focus on certain specific aspects of the

environmental challenge and/or governance issues. In the aftermath of the adoption

of the Paris Agreement on climate change, the IPCC, for example, published a special

report on the impacts of global warming of 1.5°C (IPCC 2018a). Knowledge

assessments may be global or regional. In addition to its global assessment reports,

the IPBES, for example, regularly conducts and publishes knowledge assessments in

different world regions, including Africa, the Americas, Asia and the Pacific and

Europe and Central Asia (IPBES 2020b).

To provide these assessments, science-policy interfaces use existing knowledge that

has already been published and make it accessible to broader audiences. They do not

conduct independent scientific research. Instead, they operate as an authoritative

review mechanism that reveals what is known (and what not) with what levels of

confidence or certainty. Therefore, they bring together and summarise the insights

from existing scientific studies. In doing so, they also draw on existing overviews or

assessments of related research. On the basis of their assessments, global science-

policy interfaces often prioritise areas for policy actions and recommend effective

policy options. As result, science-policy interfaces help identifying and establishing a

common, shared, reliable and consolidated knowledge base on both, the scientific

and policy dimension of an environmental challenge – without denying inherent and

persisting uncertainties and limitations of scientific knowledge.

Policymakers and stakeholders (can) refer to this knowledge base and draw on it

when making decisions and choosing policy priorities at international, regional and

national levels. For example, they regularly reference the findings of UNEP’s Global

Chemicals Outlook in submissions to the negotiation process on a follow-up

instrument of the Strategic Approach to International Chemicals Management

(SAICM) (e.g. see: UNEP and ICCA 2019). Likewise, the global and regional

assessments of IPBES find their way in policymaking processes at national and

regional levels, e.g. in the United Kingdom’s (UK) Green Finance Strategy (UK

government 2019) or the EU Pollinators Initiative (EP 2019).
1

2.1.2 Catalysing and guiding knowledge generation

This function directly derives from the knowledge assessments. They usually also

reveal and name knowledge needs for future research. UNEP’s GEO, for example,

devoted a separate chapter on future data and knowledge needs (UNEP 2019d). As

result, science-policy interfaces might catalyse and guide the knowledge generation

in at least four ways.

First, through their knowledge assessments, science-policy interfaces can indirectly

catalyse research by operating as authoritative source for scientists. When

identifying research needs, scientists can draw on the knowledge assessments, as

they do for example in case of the IPCC (e.g., Vasileiadou et al. 2011) or IPBES (e.g.,

Pereira et al. 2019; Araújo et al. 2019). Likewise, research funding agencies and other

1. The IPBES maintains an Impact Tracking Database (TRACK) that records, documents and shares examples of
its impact on science and policymaking (https://ipbes.net/impact-tracking-view).
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research institutions might turn to such assessments when deciding about

adaptations to their research programmes. The knowledge assessments might thus

motivate and prompt research that fills the identified gaps.

Second, science-policy interfaces can also use the knowledge assessments to more

directly influence and shape the knowledge generation. They might explicitly

recommend the prioritisation of certain research needs that deserve more scientific

attention. On this basis, they might persuade or directly request scientists, research

funding agencies and other research institutions to adapt their research priorities

and programmes accordingly.

Third, science-policy interfaces can guide research by providing conceptual and

methodological approaches on how to conduct research. For example, IPBES

published a guide on how to conduct knowledge assessments on biodiversity and

ecosystem services (IPBES 2018). The Brazilian Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services

Assessment (IISD 2018) and a similar assessment by the Nordic Council of Ministers

(Belgrano 2018) used this guide. Or the science-policy interface might formulate

guidelines for the use of research methods, like, for example, the IPCC (Knutti et al.

2010) and the Science-Policy Interface of the UN Convention to Combat

Desertification (UNCCD-SPI) (Chotte et al. 2019) do.

Fourth, some science-policy interfaces in global environmental governance also

include early warning or horizon scanning procedures. These serve to identify newly

emerging issues and highlight new areas of knowledge and research. Such

procedures are in place at the Joint Group of Experts on the Scientific Aspects of

Marine Environmental Protection (GESAMP)
2
, the International Resource Panel

(IRP), or the Scientific Assessment Panel (SAP), a subsidiary body to the Montreal

Protocol.

2.1.3 Enabling exchange between scientists, policymakers and stakeholders

This function is indispensable to ensure that science-policy interfaces do actually

operate as a two-way interface that allows communication in two directions, from

policymakers and stakeholders to scientists and vice versa. On the one hand, the

exchange serves to ensure that the knowledge assessments in particular and science

more generally produce knowledge that is relevant, understandable and accessible

for policymakers and stakeholders. On the other hand, the exchange serves to ensure

that policymakers and stakeholders regularly review their political priorities,

preferences and needs in light of scientific knowledge and evidence. Overall, the

exchange serves to increase the likelihood that policymakers and stakeholders use

the scientific knowledge in their considerations and decisions. The exchange

facilitates these processes in several ways.

First, the exchange helps to make the knowledge assessments as responsive to the

needs of policymakers and other stakeholders as possible. It provides policymakers

and other stakeholders with the opportunity to shape the knowledge assessments

along their needs. They might, for example, use this exchange to request knowledge

2. GESAMP is a global advisory body sponsored by the International Maritime Organization (IMO), the Food and
Agricultural Organization (FAO), Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission of UN Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO-IOC), UN Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO), World
Meteorological Organization (WMO), International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), UN, UNEP, UN
Development Programme (UNDP).
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assessments on a specific topic. A case in point is the IPCC’s special report on the

impacts of global warming of 1.5°C (IPCC 2018a). In 2015, the 21st Conference of the

Parties (COP) to the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC)

invited “the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change to provide a special report

in 2018 on the impacts of global warming of 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels and

related global greenhouse gas emission pathways” (UNFCCC). Policymakers and

other stakeholders might also use this exchange to induce and guide the generation

of new knowledge and to influence future research priorities. Essentially, the

exchange thus allows policymakers to ensure that they gain knowledge that they

consider important and relevant for their political decisions.

Second, and in the reverse direction, the exchange helps to ensure that scientific

findings reach policymakers and stakeholders. In the exchange scientists can direct

the attention of policymakers and other stakeholders to aspects of an

environmental challenge that in their view deserves particular political attention

(even if this does not overlap with or even runs counter to political priorities and

preferences). To this end, scientists can explain and highlight what existing research

reveals (and what not). They can also elaborate on the consequences their insights

might imply for policy- and decision-making. Or they use the exchange to raise the

awareness of policymakers and stakeholders about newly emerging issues that

require political interventions. Moreover, the exchange provides scientists with the

opportunity to influence decisions on research programmes and funding and thus

the generation of new knowledge. They might, for example, highlight what further

research is needed to improve the understanding and the governance of an

environmental challenge. Essentially, the exchange ensures that scientific knowledge

enters and shapes policy- and decision-making processes.

Third, the exchange helps to facilitate mutual understanding between scientists,

policymakers and stakeholders. On the one hand, the exchange brings scientists to

reduce complexity and to communicate their findings in a way that policymakers and

stakeholders can easily understand them. To make the results of their work and the

knowledge assessments more accessible, many science-policy interfaces nowadays

communicate these to policymakers and stakeholders through different outreach

activities. For example, IPCC organises webinars (https://www.ipcc.ch/apps/

outreach/index.php) and produces videos, interactive figures and infographics

(https://www.ipcc.ch/outreach-material/). IPBES maintains an own video channel

on YouTube (https://www.youtube.com/user/ipbeschannel/videos), regularly

publishes podcasts on its homepage (https://ipbes.net/podcast) and also holds

webinars on specific topics (https://ipbes.net/webinars). Taken together, this might

improve the guidance that scientists provide to policymakers. Meanwhile, the

exchange allows policymakers to explain their needs and requirements with regard

to how scientists prepare, communicate and present their knowledge. They can also

use the exchange to better understand the peculiarities, limitations and

uncertainties of the scientific knowledge and process. Taken together, this might

improve the guidance that policymakers and stakeholders provide to science. It

might also improve the capacity of policymakers and stakeholders to interpret

scientific findings.

In sum, the exchange thus serves to ensure the “co-evolution, and joint construction

of knowledge with the aim of enriching decision-making” (van den Hove 2007,

p. 815). This is one of the main objectives of science-policy interfaces in global

environmental governance. In practice, such a co-evolution and joint construction of
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knowledge takes place on several occasions. It takes place in the determination of

the work programme for the science-policy interface when scientists, policymakers

and stakeholders discuss the priorities of future knowledge assessments and other

activities. It also takes place in the wrap-up of the results of finalised knowledge

assessments when scientists, policymakers and stakeholders negotiate and

formulate summaries for policymakers. These summaries usually synthesise the key

findings of the assessment reports and reduce their complexity in order to make

them more accessible for policymakers (e.g., IPCC 2018b; IPBES 2019; UNEP 2019c).

And it takes place in specific programmes set up to foster the mutual exchange

between scientists, policymakers and stakeholders. An outstanding example in this

regard is the IPBES and its rolling plan (IPBES 2017). This plan established several

programmes that aim at improving the mutual understanding between scientists

and policymakers, including, for example, the IPBES Fellowship Programme and the

IPBES Training and Familiarization Programme.

2.1.4 Facilitating access to and exchange of information and data

This function serves to improve the use and generation of knowledge. To enhance the

knowledge foundations and the possibility to use knowledge, science-policy

interfaces often provide access to materials on which the knowledge assessments

rest. These materials include scientific and policy knowledge, information and data

as well as methodologies or indicators. Some science-policy interfaces, such as

IPBES, also use and then provide access to data and information from citizen science

projects or indigenous and local knowledge holders. To facilitate access to and

exchange of information and data, many science-policy interfaces established

clearinghouse mechanisms that facilitate information exchange, access to data and

create transparency. The IPCC, for example, maintains a Data Distribution Centre

that provides climate, environmental and socio-economic data for complex climate

models. The joint clearinghouse mechanism of the Basel Convention on the Control

of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and Their Disposal (hereafter

“the Basel Convention”), the Rotterdam Convention on the Prior Informed Consent

Procedure for Certain Hazardous Chemicals and Pesticides in International Trade

(Rotterdam Convention) and the Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic

Pollutants (Stockholm Convention) ensures exchange of information on scientific

research, regulations, capacity-building and the implementation status of the

conventions. The Convention on Biological Diversity has a similar mechanism in

place.

2.1.5 Improving capacities to conduct knowledge assessments

Science-policy interfaces often engage in capacity-building in order to strengthen

the knowledge foundations and to improve their knowledge assessments. The IPBES,

for example, provides technical support to related scientific mechanisms at regional

and national levels (IPBES 2017). Capacity-building may also include training on

methodologies and tools. UNEP, for example, holds courses on the conduct of

integrated environmental assessments that follow the GEO process (UNEP 2020b).

Moreover, some science-policy interfaces support the development of skills among

scientists to better understand and respond to the needs of policymakers or – vice
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versa – help policymakers improving their ability to understand scientific processes,

their potential but also their limitations. An outstanding example is here again the

IPBES and its rolling plan (IPBES 2017).

2.2 Review of existing global and regional scientific bodies and
mechanisms on marine litter and microplastics

The appeals to establish a global scientific mechanism on marine litter and

microplastics also point to the benefits that science-policy interfaces provide in

global environmental governance. “The need for better scientific and technical

knowledge and understanding is a key factor in any collaborative processes […] and

should be an objective of any new developments in this area” (UNEP 2018d, p. 101).

The appeals emphasise that improvements in the knowledge base about marine

plastic pollution facilitate the identification, implementation and monitoring of

effective policy actions and technical options to address this challenge (UNEP 2019b,

p. 31; Vince and Hardesty 2017, p. 4). Therefore, a science-policy interface “could

strengthen confidence in the outcomes of policy interventions” (UNEP 2020e, p. 8).

Finally, a “deeper base of scientific evidence can also […] serve as the evidence-based

policy platform for the generation of binding international conventions with broad

legitimacy” (Mendenhall 2018, p. 296).

In fact, the establishment of a global scientific mechanism on marine litter and

microplastics is the best option to achieve these goals and to fully realise the

benefits of a science-policy interface. This is the case even though several global and

regional scientific mechanisms and bodies exist that work on marine litter and

microplastics. Yet, none of them performs all five core functions that typically

characterise science-policy interfaces in global environmental governance. Nor exists

a body or mechanism that focuses solely on marine plastic pollution. Instead, the

existing bodies only deal with marine litter and microplastics as one out of several

topics.

This is the main result of the review of existing global and regional scientific

mechanisms and bodies on the problem of marine plastic pollution and their outputs

(e.g., reports, databases, workshops, etc.).
3

The review answers two questions:

1. To what extent is the existing landscape of scientific mechanism and bodies on

marine plastic pollution already suitable to realise the benefits of science-policy

interfaces in global environmental governance?

2. To what extent do these mechanisms or bodies already perform the typical core

functions of such interfaces?

3. At global level, relevant international organisations in the UN system were taken into account. At regional
level, the 18 existing Regional Seas Programmes were taken into account (for an overview
see https://clmeplus.org/un-environment-regional-seas-program/). The review took into account outputs that
1) synthesise the state of scientific knowledge on the extent, sources, pathways and effects of marine plastic
pollution; 2) gather and analyse knowledge on policy options to combat marine plastic pollution; 3) translate
scientific findings into policy recommendations; and/ or 4) identify and set priorities for future research.
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2.2.1 Key functions

Conducting timely and periodic knowledge assessments

At global level, three reports exist that systematically and comprehensively assess

the scientific knowledge on marine plastic pollution (see Table 1). These assessments

by UNEP, GESAMP and the Science Advice for Policy by European Academies

(SAPEA)
4

reviewed and critically judged the existing scientific knowledge on extent,

sources, pathways and effects of marine litter and microplastics. Two reports are

currently being prepared by UNEP and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation

and Development (OECD) (see Table 1).
5

Moreover, the first UN World Ocean

Assessment (UN 2017) devoted a separate chapter on the state of the scientific

knowledge on impacts of plastic pollution in the oceans (Wang et al. 2017). Likewise,

the chapter on oceans and coasts in UNEP’s most recent GEO devoted several

sections on the state of knowledge on marine litter and microplastics (UNEP 2019d).

Table 1: Overview on comprehensive global knowledge assessments

Body Title Year

UNEP

Assessment on sources,

pathways and hazards of litter

including plastic litter and

microplastics pollution

In preparation

OECD Global Plastics Outlook 2060 In preparation

SAPEAa

A scientific perspective on

microplastics in nature and

society

2019

GESAMP

Sources, fate and effects of

microplastics in the marine

environment (two volumes)

2016a and 2016b

UNEP

Marine plastic debris and

microplastics. Global lessons and

research to inspire action and

guide policy change

2016

a Science Advice for Policy by European Academies

In addition, some UN specialised agencies and other international organisations

conducted knowledge assessments that reviewed and critically judged the existing

scientific knowledge on specific aspects of marine plastic pollution. Among the

topics were, for example, the impacts of microplastics on marine biodiversity (CBD

Secretariat 2016, 2012), microplastics in fisheries and aquaculture (FAO 2017),

microplastics in drinking water (WHO 2019), the sources of microplastics in the

4. SAPEA provides independent scientific advice to the European Commission to support its decision-making in
many issue areas.

5. To guide this assessment, UNEP established a temporary Scientific Advisory Committee on Marine Plastic
Litter and Microplastics composed of nearly 70 experts (UNEP 2019i).
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oceans (IUCN 2017), plastics and coral reefs (UNEP 2019e) and losses of plastics

across value chains (UNEP 2018c). Finally, numerous reports look into international

and national policies and legal frameworks that address marine plastic pollution

(e.g., UNEP 2018b, 2019b, 2017). On the basis of member states’ submissions, these

reports map existing policies, legal frameworks or conceivable policy options. They do

however not assess their effectiveness. Hence, they rather provide policy inventories

than assessments of the scientific knowledge on these policies. This applies also to

UNEP’s reports on response options that its secretariat prepared as inputs to the Ad

hoc Open-ended Expert Group on Marine Litter and Microplastics (e.g., UNEP 2018e,

2018f).

At regional level, comprehensive and systematic assessments are scarce and often

outdated. Since 2010, only four of the 18 Regional Seas Programmes (RSP)

published such assessments (see Table 2). The majority of these however rather

monitor and assess the occurrence of litter and microplastics in the oceans. They

hardly provide a review of existing knowledge on sources, pathways and effects of

marine plastic pollution. This also holds for the other reports that were published

before 2010 (see Table 2). Like at the global level, the RSP also published a few

assessments on specific aspects of marine plastic pollution, for example on floating

marine litter (NOWPAP and MERRAC 2020) or on storm-water related litter

(OSPAR Commission 2019). Moreover, some regional reports on the state of the

marine environment devoted smaller sections in which they assess the scientific

knowledge on marine litter and microplastics (e.g., HELCOM 2018; NOWPAP and

POMRAC 2014; Diez et al. 2019). Likewise, some RSP’s Action Plans on Marine Litter

briefly summarise selected scientific knowledge on marine litter (e.g., SACEP 2019;

UNEP-CAR/RCU 2014).
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Table 2: Overview on comprehensive regional knowledge assessments

Body Title Year

Abidjan Convention/UNEP
West Africa Marine Litter

Desktop study
In preparation

COBSEAa/UNEP

Status of Research, Legal and

Policy Efforts on Marine Plastics

in ASEAN+3

2020

Arctic Council/ PAMEb

Desktop Study on Marine Litter,

Including Microplastics, in the

Arctic

2019

OSPARc Commission

Assessment document of land-

based inputs of microplastics in

the marine environment

2017a

UNEP/MAPd
Marine litter assessment in the

Mediterranean
2015

OSPAR Commission

Marine litter in the North-East

Atlantic Region. Assessment and

priorities for response

2009

UNEP
Marine litter in the Baltic Sea

Region
2009

Black Sea Commission
Marine litter in the Black Sea

Region
2007

PERSGAe/UNEP
Marine litter in the PERSGA

Region
2008

COBSEA/UNEP
Marine litter in the East Asian

Seas Region
2008

SACEPf Marine Litter in the SAS Region 2007

WIOMSAg

A regional overview and

assessment of marine litter

related activities in the West

India Ocean Region

2007

CPPSh/UNEP

Marine litter in the South-East

Pacific Region. A review of the

problem

2007

a Coordinating Body on the Seas of East Asia,
b Protection of the Arctic Marine Environment,
c Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment of the North-East Atlantic,
d Mediterranean Action Plan,
e Regional Organization for the Conservation of the Environment of the Red Sea and Gulf of Aden,
f South Asia Co-operative Environment Programme,
g Western Indian Ocean Marine Science Association,
h Permanent Commission for the South Pacific
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Catalysing and guiding knowledge generation

The existing global and regional knowledge assessments identify knowledge needs

and formulate recommendations for future research. Hence, they might indirectly

induce and guide the generation of new knowledge. In addition, several reports have

been published that propose guidelines for the monitoring and assessment of

marine litter and microplastics. If taken up, such guidelines also guide the knowledge

generation, above all on the quantification of marine litter and microplastics. Most

of these reports propose a harmonisation of monitoring and assessment at regional

level (see Table 3). There are however also a few reports that propose such

harmonisation at global level (UNEP 2020c; GESAMP 2019; Cheshire et al. 2009).

Moreover, GESAMP also established a procedure to identify new and emerging

issues related to the pollution of the marine environment (“scoping activities”)

(GESAMP 2020). In fact, these scoping activities put the topic of marine litter and

microplastics on the agenda of GESAMP in the first place and also prompted its

knowledge assessments (GESAMP 2016a, p. 11).

Table 3: Overview on regional guidelines for monitoring and assessment

Body Title Year

African Marine Waste Network
African Marine Litter Monitoring

Manual
2020

UNEP/CEPa

Harmonizing marine litter

monitoring in the wider

Caribbean Region. A hybrid

approach

2019

OSPAR Commission

Guidelines for monitoring marine

litter washed ashore and/or

deposited on coastlines (beach

litter)

2017b

HELCOMb
HELCOM Guidelines for

monitoring beach litter
2017

UNEP/MAP
Integrated Monitoring and

Assessment Guidance
2016

European Commission
Guidance on monitoring of

marine litter in European seas
2013

NOWPAPc

Guidelines for Monitoring Marine

Litter on the Seabed in the

Northwest Pacific Region

2010

OSPAR Commission

Guideline for Monitoring Marine

Litter on the Beaches in the

OSPAR Maritime Area

2010

NOWPAP

Guidelines for monitoring marine

litter on the beaches and

shorelines of the Northwest

Pacific Region

2007

a Caribbean Environment Programme,
b Baltic Marine Environment Protection Commission,
c Northwest Pacific Action Plan
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Enabling exchange between scientists, policymakers and stakeholders

There is also no continuous and established procedure for exchange between

scientists, policymakers and stakeholders on that issue at global or regional levels.

Nevertheless, such exchanges took place in the course of the preparation of some

knowledge assessments. Yet, these exchanges went hardly beyond one off-exercises.

In case of GESAMP’s comprehensive global knowledge assessment, scientists and

policymakers (members of the sponsoring specialised UN agencies and of interested

member states) exchanged views and discussed comments on drafts of the

knowledge assessments during several meetings and workshops (GESAMP 2016a,

p. 7). This is an established procedure at GESAMP. Likewise, in the preparation of

UNEP’s comprehensive global knowledge assessments an advisory group brought

together experts that governments and major stakeholder groups had nominated.

The advisory group reviewed and commented the knowledge assessments and

developed policy recommendations in close exchange with the scientists that

conducted the assessment (UNEP 2016, pp. 2–3). Following a well-defined and

established procedure, the preparation and finalisation of SAPEA’s global knowledge

by SAPEA also involved several rounds of exchange between scientists, policymakers

and stakeholders (EC 2020b).

At regional level, the exchanges between scientists, policymakers and stakeholders

during the preparation of the most recent assessments rather followed an ad-hoc

and informal procedure (if there was any exchange at all) (Lyons et al. 2020; PAME

2019; OSPAR Commission 2017a; UNEP/MAP 2015). However, very few RSP

established expert groups on marine litter. In these groups experts and policymakers

share and exchange knowledge and information on this issue more generally. These

are the Group of Experts for Marine Litter and Microplastics in the framework of the

Nairobi Convention, the Working Group on Marine Litter at COBSEA, the Expert

Group on Marine Litter as part of PAME and the Intersessional Correspondence

Group on Marine Litter at the OSPAR Commission. Only the Commission for the

Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR) has a body that fulfils

functions of a science policy interface, the Scientific Commission. While the

Commission has several working groups, none of them deals specifically with marine

litter and microplastics. In fact, only one meeting of the Working Groups featured

this topic in the past five years.

Facilitating access to and exchange of information and data

Access to materials that were used in the existing knowledge assessments has

hardly been provided by the organisations that conducted such knowledge

assessments. The only exceptions are COBSEA and PAME. Their regional knowledge

assessments provide an inventory of scientific research in the region
6
. Some RSP

however do provide access to scientific and policy knowledge, data, information,

methodologies and/or indicators related to marine plastic pollution. To this end, they

established clearing-house mechanisms, mostly on data, information and indicators.

These are the Data Centre of CCAMLR, the Integrated Information System of the

Regional Organization for the Protection of the Marine Environment (ROPME), the

Data & Information Management System as well as the Assessment Portal of the

OSPAR Commission, the Map and Data Service of HELCOM, and the Regional

6. COBSEA’s inventory is accessible at https://cutt.ly/kstW1Qy. PAME’s collection is accessible
at https://pame.is/document-library/desktop-study-on-marine-litter-library.
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Activity Centres on Special Monitoring & Coastal Environmental Assessment and on

Data & Information Network of NOWPAP. Finally, the International Council for the

Exploration of the Sea (ICES) and its Data Portal on Marine Environment brings

together data on marine pollution from the OSPAR Commission, HELCOM and the

Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Programme (ICES 2020), including data on

marine litter and microplastics, where available.

2.2.2 Appraisal: key achievements and shortcomings

Key achievements

The existing assessments contributed to a consolidation of the scientific knowledge

on the extent, sources, pathways and effects of marine plastic pollution. They did so

in two regards. On the one hand, they consolidated what is known. On the other

hand, they identified what is not known or where knowledge needs to be further

improved.

In sum, the results of these knowledge assessments largely converge on several key

findings with regard to knowns, unknowns and research needs (Table 4). Overall, the

knowledge assessments agree that there is already sufficient scientific knowledge to

warrant action and further research (e.g., UNEP 2018d, p. 76; Government of

Canada 2020, p. 10; SAPEA 2019, p. 60). The G20 (G20 2017, p. 1) and UN member

states (UNGA 2017, p. 33) share this view. Moreover, many other key findings of the

existing knowledge assessments also gained political acceptance among states. The

description of marine plastic pollution as an environmental challenge in the four

UNEA resolutions on this issue largely mirror the conclusions of the existing

knowledge assessments on what science knows and what research needs remain

(c.f. UNEP 2019h).
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Table 4: Key findings of existing knowledge assessments

Dimension What is known Where is more research needed

Extent/ occurrence

• Litter and microplastics occur everywhere in the

oceans, at the surface, in the water column, in

seabed sediments, at coasts and in biota.

• They occur in and across many organisms,

habitats and trophic levels and consequently in

seafood.

• (More) exact quantification of the amount of litter

and microplastics in the marine environment,

including their spatial and temporal distribution

• Assessment of occurrence in air, soil and

freshwater compartments

• Standardisation and harmonisation of assessment

and monitoring methodologies

Sources

• All steps in the life cycle of plastic products from

producers to waste management contribute to

the occurrence of litter and microplastics in the

oceans.

• (More) exact quantification of the contribution of

the different sources to the pollution of the marine

environment with litter and microplastics,

including the share of different sources

• Standardisation and harmonisation of assessment

and monitoring methodologies

Pathways
• Most entry pathways of litter and microplastics

into the oceans are well known.

• Knowledge on how and to what extent the various

pathways transport litter and microplastics into

the oceans

• Standardisation and harmonisation of assessment

and monitoring methodologies

Effects on marine

environment • Widespread occurrence of litter and microplastics

in the oceans has adverse effects on marine

environment.

• Marine litter and microplastics threaten both

individual marine species and entire habitats,

ultimately resulting in a threat to marine

biodiversity.

• Knowledge on how marine litter and microplastics

affect the marine environment

• Foundations and conduct of risk assessments

• Analysis of effects on higher level of organisms or

entire ecosystems

Impacts on humans
• Marine litter and microplastics have significant

negative social and economic impacts, including

costs of environmental damage and remediation.

• Widespread occurrence of litter and microplastics

in marine species is a growing threat to human

health.

• Knowledge on how marine litter and microplastics

affect human health and socio-economic systems.

• Foundations and conduct of risk assessments for

human health

Policy approach
• Addressing marine pollution from litter and

microplastics requires a life-cycle approach.

• Effectiveness of political interventions

Own compilation. Sources: GESAMP 2016a, 2016b; UNEP 2016, 2018c, 2018d; SAPEA 2019
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Key shortcomings

Several shortcomings characterise the landscape of existing global and regional

scientific bodies and mechanisms, though two shortcomings stand out. The

landscape is rather fragmented and it lacks a sufficient institutionalisation. Taken

together, both shortcomings result in other, more specific shortcomings. Overall,

they impair the effectiveness of the existing global and regional scientific

mechanisms and bodies in performing the core functions that make science-policy

interfaces beneficial to environmental governance.

Patchwork of global and regional knowledge assessments: The individual global and

regional knowledge assessments spread across many different bodies, lack

interlinkages, and often do not refer to each other. This might prevent the effective

provision of scientific knowledge and advice on the extent, causes, sources,

pathways, effects and trends of marine litter and microplastics. It might even result

in competing or, even worse, contradictory knowledge claims and policy

recommendations. These shortcomings are likely to negatively impact the

establishment of a common, shared, reliable and consolidated knowledge base.

Overall, this may eventually undermine the authoritativeness of each knowledge

assessment and complicate unambiguous policy guidance. Policymakers and other

stakeholders might therefore be unsure to whom to turn at global and regional levels

when seeking for scientific advice and what advice to trust and rely on. The

patchwork also complicates the unambiguous inducement and guidance of the

knowledge generation when recommendations for future research and research

priorities vary across knowledge assessments.

Gaps in knowledge assessments: Five main gaps characterise the existing knowledge

assessments.

First of all, there are too few regional knowledge assessments. Many are outdated

and were one-time efforts. Such regional assessments are however important, since

“the sources, distribution and impacts of marine plastic debris and microplastics

show great regional heterogeneity” (UNEP 2016, p. 23; see also GESAMP 2016a,

p. 66, 2016b, 20 and 33-34).

Second, the majority of the regional assessments focus on the occurrence of litter

and microplastics in the oceans but neglect sources, pathways and effects of marine

plastic pollution. The effective prevention of the discharge of litter and microplastics

into the oceans and the avoidance of its harmful effects in the marine environment

and on human health, however, require knowledge assessments on sources,

pathways and effects.

Third, hardly any global or regional assessment reviews knowledge on litter and

microplastics across all life cycle stages of plastics. In particular, they mostly ignore

knowledge on problems occurring at the pre-consumption stage that result from

extraction, refinement and processing of raw materials, plastic processors,

manufactures, distributors and retailers (upstream). However, effective and efficient

responses to marine litter and microplastics require knowledge across all stages of

the plastic life cycle. In fact, addressing the problem at the pre-consumption stage

already would reduce the plastic pollution from the outset. It might, therefore, also

reduce the need for comprehensive and possibly more costly political interventions at

later stages in the plastic life cycle. The existing global knowledge assessments (e.g.,

UNEP 2019b, p. 31; SAPEA 2019, p. 27) as well as the UNEA resolutions on marine
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litter and microplastics (e.g., UNEP 2019h, p. 4) also emphasise the need for a life

cycle approach to plastic pollution.

Fourth, there is an obvious lack in the assessment of scientific knowledge on

adequate and effective policy responses and solutions in both, global and regional

knowledge assessments. Such assessments would however provide insights into

which responses work and which do not. Hence, they could improve the overall

effectiveness of political interventions by identifying successful practices and

highlighting lessons learnt.

Fifth, most knowledge assessments focus on natural sciences but neglect social

sciences. The knowledge assessment by SAPEA provides a notable exception in this

regard, though it concludes that social science research on marine litter and

microplastics is still in its infancy (2019: 62).

Limited exchange between scientists, policymakers and stakeholders: The exchange

between scientists, policymakers and other stakeholders is severely limited. It is

barely institutionalised and, if so, mostly on an ad hoc basis and as one-off exercise.

This increases the likelihood that the benefits that this exchange typically provides

remain unrealised. The facilitation of mutual learning and understanding between

scientists, policymakers and stakeholders requires a reliable framework for long-

term exchange. Eventually, this might negatively impact the effectiveness of the

scientific advice so that it cannot enrich decision-making or contribute to evidence-

based policymaking.

Limited access to knowledge, data and information: Access to scientific knowledge,

data and information on the problem that litter and microplastics pose to the

marine environment, other environmental compartments, human health, or on

promising policy responses, is severely limited. This renders the exchange and sharing

of knowledge and best practices difficult. It also slows progress in understanding the

problem and designing effective policy interventions.

Lack of regularity: The ad hoc nature global and regional knowledge assessments,

including the related insecurity of their funding, prevents continuity. In the long-run,

this may hinder the systematic accumulation of knowledge and further reduce the

authoritativeness of the knowledge assessments.

Lack of coordination: A coordination and alignment of the various scientific

mechanisms is absent, both at global and regional level as well as across these

levels. Therefore, the overall fragmentation is likely to result in duplication of work

and thus a waste of already scarce resources.

2.2.3 Summary and proposals: benefits, desirable key functions and outputs of a
global scientific mechanism on marine litter and microplastics

The preceding analysis revealed that the existing landscape of global and regional

scientific mechanisms and bodies on marine litter and microplastics is overall

unsatisfactory. This is not to say that the existing scientific mechanisms and bodies

have not significantly advanced the knowledge and understanding of the extent,

sources, pathways, effects and governance of marine plastic pollution. Certainly, and

very importantly, they contributed to the widespread recognition by science,
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policymakers and stakeholder that marine litter and microplastics pose a serious

environmental threat that warrants action.

Yet, the existing scientific mechanisms and bodies are at best partially suitable to

provide further authoritative and effective scientific advice to related policy- and

decision-making processes at global and regional levels. This is above all due to their

fragmentation and insufficient institutionalisation. Moreover, they feature some

major constraints in performing typical core functions that make science-policy

interfaces in global environmental governance and their knowledge assessments

effective and beneficial. As result, the existing landscape of global and regional

scientific mechanisms and bodies is hardly suitable to fully realise the benefits that

such science-policy interfaces usually provide for the governance of environmental

challenges. A single and overarching global scientific mechanism on marine litter and

microplastics can overcome this status quo.

Against this background, the establishment of a well-designed single global scientific

mechanism on marine litter and microplastics promises to yield three key benefits.

First, such a mechanism is likely to increase the authoritativeness of knowledge

assessments on marine litter and microplastics. Second, it provides the best

opportunity to better ensure the effective performance of the typical core functions

of such interfaces than the current landscape of scientific bodies and mechanisms.

Third, it offers the best option to generate much needed outputs that strengthen

the fight against marine plastic pollution.

Increasing the authoritativeness of knowledge assessments

The major expected benefit of a single global scientific mechanism lies in its

potential to increase the authoritativeness of knowledge assessments on marine

litter and microplastics. When a single mechanism has the mandate and resources

to conduct timely and periodic knowledge assessments, science is in a better

position to speak with one voice than it is in the current landscape of scientific

mechanisms and bodies. This reduces not only the disadvantages of the observed

fragmentation and the existing patchwork of assessments. It also reduces the risk of

competing or contradictory knowledge claims and policy recommendations. The

scientific mechanism is then better able to establish a common, shared, reliable and

consolidated knowledge base. Such knowledge base facilitates the provision of

unambiguous policy guidance. Policymakers and stakeholders would have a more

obvious choice to whom to turn when seeking scientific advice. This renders it more

likely that they refer to and to use the advice when developing policies and taking

decisions. Moreover, a single global scientific mechanisms improves the prospect

that science provides a more coherent and consistent guidance to future research.

Overall, this might significantly improve the effectiveness of the scientific input to

related policy- and decision-making processes.

Improving the performance of core functions

Establishing a global scientific mechanism on marine litter and microplastics

provides an excellent opportunity to pool and institutionalise all core functions that

make science-policy interfaces work effectively. This reduces not only the observed

limitations in the institutionalisation of many core functions and its disadvantages.
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It also can help to reduce the weaknesses in the performance of these core functions

that characterise the existing landscape of scientific mechanisms and bodies.

Whether a global scientific mechanism actually overcomes these shortcomings

depends however on the key functions covered by its mandate, work programme and

resources. While all core functions are important for its effective operation, three

functions deserve particular attention and require particular efforts against the

background of the limitations in the existing scientific mechanisms and bodies.

Namely, the mandate, work programme and resources need to make possible that

the new mechanism

• ensures continuity and regularity in the provision of knowledge assessments;

• improves the two-way exchange between scientists, policymakers and other

stakeholders by perpetuating it; and

• provides easy access to scientific knowledge, data and information on the

environmental problem and existing governance options by establishing a

clearing-house mechanism.

The new scientific mechanism could perform these and the other core functions at

both, global and regional levels. As a “catch-all” or “one-stop” science-policy

interface, it would then also take over all relevant core functions that until today the

existing regional mechanisms and bodies perform (more or less). This not only

further reduces the disadvantages of the observed fragmentation, the insufficient

institutionalisation and the patchwork of knowledge assessments at global and

regional levels. It might generally increase the coherence and consistency in the

performance of all core functions across global and regional levels, for example in

the conduct of global and regional knowledge assessments or in the exchange

between scientists, policymakers and other stakeholders.

Alternatively the new scientific mechanism could perform the core functions only at

global level. Then, as a “pure” global science-policy interface, it would not take over

any core functions from the existing regional bodies and mechanisms. It might

nevertheless provide tailored guidance and support to the existing regional bodies

and mechanisms. This might improve their performance of those functions where

they feature shortcomings and strengthen them with a view on their needs.

Moreover, it could take over some overarching key functions for the regional

mechanisms and bodies that it can perform better. These might include the

• coordination and alignment of the existing regional and, if possible, national

knowledge assessments, e.g. by developing a common framework for regional

(and national) assessments based on its approach to global assessments;

• strengthening of the cooperation among existing bodies and mechanisms, for

example by establishing and maintaining a peer learning mechanism; and

• realisation of synergies and avoidance of duplication of work.

Generating necessary outputs

Last but not least, the establishment of a global scientific mechanism provides an

excellent opportunity to ensure the generation of much needed outputs. Namely, the

mechanism could produce outputs that

• conduct and publish timely and periodic global (and possibly also regional)
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comprehensive knowledge assessments covering all stages in the life cycle of

plastics;

• conduct and publish timely and periodic global (and possibly also regional)

knowledge assessments on specific aspects of marine litter and microplastics,

including separate assessments of knowledge on each individual stage in the life

cycle of plastics;

• increase the coherence and consistency in the approaches to the knowledge

assessments at global and regional levels and, if possible, at national levels;

• develop harmonised and standardised methodologies to monitor and assess the

extent, sources, pathways and effects of marine litter and microplastics at

global and regional levels and, if possible, at national levels and across all stages

in the life cycle of plastics;

• harmonise regional knowledge assessments or, at least, guide them to the

greatest extent possible, thereby promoting comprehensive assessments of

knowledge on all stages in the life cycle of plastics and separate assessments of

knowledge on individual stages; and

• assess existing knowledge on the effectiveness of policy interventions and

facilitate the design and implementation of effective mitigation strategies

across all stages in the life cycle of plastics.
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3 Key requirements, design
elements and practices of an
effective global scientific
mechanism

The mere establishment of a new global scientific mechanism on marine litter and

microplastics itself does not guarantee improvements in the realisation of the

benefits such science-policy interfaces provide in global environmental governance.

Nor does the mere assignment of the core functions and key outputs guarantee that

it effectively strengthens the knowledge base on marine litter and microplastics or

improves the governance of marine plastic pollution through the provision of well-

informed scientific policy advice. In addition, to fully exploit the potential of science-

policy interfaces, the design of the new global scientific mechanism must meet four

key requirements that make such interfaces effectively perform these core functions:

credibility, legitimacy, salience and relevance, and agility. Whether it is able to meet

these requirements depends again on a number of more specific design elements

and practices that are conducive to the effective operation of science-policy

interfaces.

This is the main result of a review of the design of selected science-policy interfaces

that already exist in other areas of global environmental governance, like climate

change, biodiversity loss, natural resource use, chemicals pollution, ozone depletion,

etc.
7

This review provides three insights that are important for and should feed into

the more specific design of a new global scientific mechanism on marine litter and

microplastics. More precisely, it provides insights into

1. elements in the design of existing science-policy interfaces in global

environmental governance that are conducive to their effective operation;

2. successful practices and lessons learned in the actual operation of these

science-policy interfaces; and against this background

3. specific, indispensable and innovative design elements that deserve particular

attention in the design of an effective global scientific mechanism on marine

litter and microplastics.

Taken together, these considerations eventually permit proposals on how the design

of a scientific mechanism on marine plastic pollution and microplastics could meet

these requirements.

7. The review included those science-policy interfaces in global environmental governance that were subject in
studies analysing their effectiveness, namely IPCC, IPBES, IRP, GEO, GESAMP, SAP, UNCCD-SPI, and the
Intergovernmental Assessment of Agricultural Science and Technology for Development (IAASTD).
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3.1 Review of success conditions and practices at existing
science-policy interfaces

Unfortunately, there is no one-size-fits-all solution for the design of a science-policy

interface to be successful. Instead its design, mandate and goals needs to fit the

circumstances that underlie an issue (Sarkki et al. 2019: 2). Hence, it requires careful

consideration of the issue that it addresses (IPCP 2019, p. 79).

Studies emphasise, however, four essential key requirements that the design and

practices of science-policy interfaces need to ensure for them to operate

successfully. If the design meets these requirements, it increases an interface’s

effectiveness. The key requirements are “credibility, legitimacy, salience and

agility” (IPCP 2019, p. 79). They already formed the basis of the design of some

existing science-policy interfaces such as GESAMP and IRP (see GESAMP 2005 and

UNEP 2019f). While all key requirements are equally important, it seems advisable to

start the design of a new science-policy interface with considerations about how to

best ensure credibility and legitimacy. A combination of different, sometimes

overlapping, design elements of science-policy interfaces and related practices helps

to meet these two key requirements. At the same time, they also contribute to

achieve salience (and relevance) of a science-policy interface.

3.1.1 Credibility

In general, the credibility of science-policy interfaces increases with transparency,

openness to potential critique or diverging views, and scientific independence. A

variety of elements in their design and related practices help them to ensure this.

Several stand out, while most of them aim at the credibility of the scientific work of

a science-policy interface.

First, an appropriate selection of experts contributes to the scientific credibility of

science-policy interfaces. To this end, the selection needs not only to follow specific,

transparent and publicly available criteria (IPCP 2019, p. 79). To the best extent

possible, these criteria need to move the merits of experts to the foreground, foster

inclusiveness and maximise their independence. Otherwise, the selection is prone to

criticism of arbitrariness, bias and/or political influence and the science-policy

interface runs risk of being politicised. Most of the reviewed science-policy interfaces

therefore apply criteria that require international recognition and qualification of the

experts, disciplinary and geographical representativeness, and gender balance, all

with a view on the specific needs of the science-policy interface (e.g.IPCC 2013).

Moreover, science-policy interfaces typically have policies in place that address and

prevent conflicts of interests (IPCC 2011) At IPBES, even a specific expert body, the

Multidisciplinary Expert Panel, is responsible for selecting experts and defining the

criteria (IPBES 2020c).

Second, peer review contributes to scientific credibility as this is the "gold standard"

of any scientific process and output and ensures independence (Beck 2012, p. 156).

The IRP, for example, “bases its assessments and advice on the latest and most

reliable peer-reviewed science available internationally, from trusted institutions”

(UNEP 2019a). Typically, peer review means that scientists review the outputs of

other scientists. Nowadays, many science-policy interfaces also involve other non-

science actors, such as policymakers, stakeholders, non-governmental organisations
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(NGOs), intergovernmental organisations (IGOs). The GEO process, for example,

prides itself with its “rigorous and comprehensive review process” in which UN Staff,

scientific experts and governmental representatives participate (van der Hel and

Biermann 2017). Here again, the risk of politicisation looms.

Third, a clear separation between science and politics ensures scientific credibility. In

fact, this is an important design element that minimises the risk of politicisation.

This requires to separate the scientific process and outputs (i.e. the knowledge

assessments) on the one hand and the political evaluation of these knowledge

assessments on the other hand (i.e. recommendations to or summaries for

policymakers) (IPCP 2019: 79). This is also in the interest of scientists. If they issue

recommendations such as thresholds for emissions or other extent of harmfulness,

the discussions around such recommendations quickly become heavily politicised.

The deliberations within the Rotterdam Convention’s subsidiary science body CRC on

the issue of chrysotile asbestos is a case in point. Here, several member states

refused to list the recommendations in Annex III of the Convention (see: Federico

2019). The separation between science and politics also requires to separate the peer

review through scientists and the (possible) peer review through non-science actors

(IPCP 2019, p. 80). Otherwise, the scientific insights and conclusions risk being

conflated with their political evaluation. Policymakers and other non-science actors

may then side-line those scientific insights in the knowledge assessments that they

(for whatever reasons) dislike or reject. In the worst case, these insights may

completely vanish from the knowledge assessments in response to concerns of

policymakers and/ or other actors. This would heavily undermine the scientific

independence of the science-policy interface and therefore also its overall credibility.

Keeping the scientific outputs and peer review process separate from political

evaluations makes these differences apparent. It therefore increases the credibility

of science-policy interfaces.

Fourth, the scientific credibility of a science-policy interface depends on whether and

how it provides access to knowledge, data and information that inform its

knowledge assessments. The provision of this access constitutes not only one of the

five core functions of any science-policy interface. It also increases their credibility. It

is so important because it enables users to assess the quality of knowledge

assessments, to better evaluate their results or even to replicate the research (Beck

2012, p. 162). Otherwise, the science-policy interface might become subject to

criticism. In 2010, for example, critics complained about the IPCC for often being

hesitant to share its underlying data with scientists that had diverging views on

certain issues. This reduced IPCC’s credibility (Beck 2012, p. 162).

Fifth, and related, the scientific credibility of a science-policy interface depends on

what knowledge, data and information it draws in its knowledge assessments. Issue

areas where non-traditional or non-peer-reviewed local and indigenous knowledge is

relevant and helpful require more than the involvement of scientists in the

preparation of knowledge assessments. They also require the participation of other

stakeholders and other knowledge holders. Moreover, many of today’s environmental

challenges require the consideration of knowledge from a multiplicity of disciplines,

ranging from natural science over social, behavioural and economic sciences to

humanities. The IPBES and its knowledge assessments is a prominent example in

this regard. They systematically recognize and consider local and indigenous

knowledge on biodiversity and ecosystem services (Sarkki et al. 2019, p. 8).
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Sixth, the source of funding of science-policy interfaces may affect their credibility.

Yet, there is only little knowledge on this matter. Science-policy interfaces may

receive funding from governments (like the IPCC and IRP), foundations, the public,

industry or a mix thereof (like the IPBES). The existing knowledge suggests that in

comparison to funding from governments or foundations, funding from industry

may impair the credibility of a science-policy interface. It is less likely to promote the

dissemination of an interface’s findings than funding from governments or

foundations (Jensen-Ryan and German 2019: 15).

Last but not least, a science-policy interface gains credibility if clear, commonly

agreed and binding rules of procedure spell out the previous elements. This ensures

an overall transparency and reliability of the interface’s working methods. Moreover,

if respected organisations or policymakers formulate and endorse the mandates of a

science-policy interface this also increases its credibility and, as result, its impact

(2019, p. 6). In case of the IPBES, the UNGA endorsed its mandate. This fact raised

the impact of the intergovernmental panel (ibid.).

3.1.2 Legitimacy

Essentially, the legitimacy of a science-policy interface increases when a broad range

of scientists and multiple stakeholder groups contribute to its work and develop

ownership towards the results. Obviously, this overlaps with how science-policy

interfaces gain credibility where, for example, geographical and disciplinary

representativeness or gender balance are important in the selection of experts and

where the participation of science and non-science actors in the peer review

processes is conducive. Three specific elements in the design of a science-policy

interface and related practices help to gain legitimacy.

First of all, a science-policy interface can ensure its legitimacy by including scientists

from multiple disciplines and, where necessary and useful, also holders of indigenous

and local knowledge. This avoids a potential disciplinary and scientific bias that

might also impair the interface’s credibility. Any new science-policy interface should

gather scientists and other knowledge holders that in one way or another can

contribute with their knowledge to the understanding of the environmental

challenge in question and possible solutions (2016, p. 124). Here, in particular the use

of open calls to invite scientists and other knowledge holders increases the

legitimacy of a science-policy interface (Jensen-Ryan and German 2019, p. 15). The

IRP follows this approach while in most other science-policy interfaces selected

actors or groups of actors nominate experts without issuing open calls (see below).

Second, legitimacy increases when the science-policy interface opens its bodies (or

some of them) not only to scientists and states but also to other stakeholders so

that they can participate and influence the joint production of its outputs (Jensen-

Ryan and German 2019, p. 15). This also improves the ability of a science-policy

interface to respond to the needs of policymakers and stakeholders and thus

increases the prospects that they take into account its advice in their considerations

(see also salience). The IRP is good example for a rather comprehensive inclusion of

more than scientists and governments in the work of a science-policy interface. Its

bodies comprise a secretariat, hosted by UNEP, a steering committee, which consists

of governmental representatives, and a scientific panel, which explicitly includes

“scientists and governments from both developed and developing regions, civil
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society, industrial and international organizations” (UNEP 2019f). The IAASTD which

ran between 2003 and 2008 adopted a similar approach. In its plenary, it granted

non-governmental stakeholders access as observers, like nowadays for example at

IPBES. Its Bureau consisted of government officials as well as representatives from

civil society, the private sector and scientific institutions. Other science-policy

interfaces let actors other than states participate in the nomination of experts. At

IPBES and in the GEO process, for example, major stakeholder groups participate in

the nomination of experts together with states (Akhtar-Schuster et al. 2016, p. 130).

At the IPCC, governments and observer organisations nominate experts, including,

inter alia, other global or regional IGOs, multilateral environmental agreements,

NGOs, research institutions and economic associations. Like in case of scientists, in

particular the use of open calls to invite these actors contributes to the legitimacy of

a science-policy interface (Jensen-Ryan and German 2019, p. 15).

Third, a science-policy interface gains legitimacy when scientists, policymakers and

other stakeholders jointly decide on the programme of work (IPCP 2019, p. 80). The

2030 work programme of IPBES, for example drew on requests from member states

and relevant multilateral environmental agreements as well as inputs from other

stakeholder groups. Like the previous design element, this facilitates the

responsiveness of a science-policy interface to the needs of policymakers and other

stakeholders, thereby increasing the likelihood that the work of the interface enters

policy- and decision-making processes (see also salience).

Overall, the institutionalised participation of a variety of actors in a science-policy

interface and their contribution to its work render it more likely that an interface

realises one of the main benefits of such interfaces, namely the co-evolution and

joint construction of knowledge. It does so by perpetuating and enabling the

exchange between scientists, policymakers and other stakeholders. It thus also

enables the interface to (more) effectively perform one of the core functions of

science-policy interfaces.

3.1.3 Salience

Achieving salience means to ensure that policymakers and other stakeholders

perceive the outputs of a science-policy interface as relevant for their decision-

making processes. Some of those design elements of science-policy interfaces and

related practices that increase credibility and legitimacy simultaneously also help

achieving salience. Others are new.

Like credibility and legitimacy salience increases when the science-policy interface

allows a broad range of scientists, policymakers and multiple stakeholder groups to

contribute to its work and to develop ownership towards the results. Their

participation ensures that the science-policy interface responds to their needs. If

policymakers and stakeholders participate in the science-policy interface and have

the opportunity to influence and contribute to its work, they can better ensure that

they gain knowledge that they consider important and relevant for their decisions.

The IRP, for example, ensures, inter alia, the salience of its outputs by timely

responding to demands for scientific knowledge and policy advice (UNEP 2019a).

Likewise, a design that ensures the representation of scientists from all relevant

scientific disciplines and where necessary holders of indigenous and local knowledge

helps strengthening salience and relevance. It ensures that the science-policy
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interface can effectively and adequately respond to the different knowledge needs

of policymakers and stakeholders. Already the description of the core functions of

science-policy interfaces revealed that such responsiveness is important for the

successful operation of science-policy interfaces in global environmental governance.

Two observations illustrate these relationships between credibility and legitimacy on

the one hand and salience on the other hand. First, the IPBES follows an inclusive

and multidisciplinary approach (Diaz et al. 2015, p. 10) and is an outstanding

example for how to make outcomes of science-policy interfaces relevant for

policymakers (Jensen-Ryan and German 2019, p. 14). Whereas most science-policy

interfaces produce outputs that are relevant only (or predominantly) for their direct

principals (i.e. members of the COPs to their relevant Convention or of their

governing bodies), IPBES outputs are relevant for many more actors. To name just a

few, it regularly reaches national governments, other multilateral environmental

agreements, the private sector, global financial institutions, development agencies

and NGOs (UNEP 2020d). Second, some observations suggest a reverse

relationship: a loss of legitimacy might reduce the salience and relevance of science-

policy interfaces, like in the case of GESAMP and the UNCCD-SPI. Probably as result

of a legitimacy loss, they encountered problems in reaching their target audience or

the wider public and the salience and relevance of their output decreased (IPCP

2019).

In addition, communication strategies appear to contribute to salience. The IPBES

and IPCC are cases in point. Both achieve a considerable salience and relevance and

employ specific communication strategies with a considerable outreach (UNEP

2020d). For example, they broadcast their outputs via mass- and social media

(UNEP 2020d). Also the IRP strives to ensure the salience of its outputs by

“communicating them to the right audiences” (UNEP 2019a). The (mass) media

certainly grew in importance to create salience not only for policymakers but also for

the wider public, since it leads to greater dissemination of knowledge (Jensen-Ryan

and German 2019, p. 22). At the same time, media outreach and corresponding

increase of salience for stakeholders has implications in itself. The IPCC, for example,

has from its outset been responsible both to science and to policy (2012,

pp. 169–170). Over time it started however to become responsible to new audiences,

such as bloggers and online-based citizen-scientists. Hence, once the audience

expands, outreach efforts (need to) increase.

Last but not least, a few individual examples reveal three other dimensions of the

work of science-policy interfaces that contribute to their salience. Through producing

regional knowledge assessments, IPBES ensures that its work is salient not just at

the global scale. By targeting and tailoring its knowledge assessments to regional

needs, it also ensures its outputs’ salience at regional levels. Moreover, GESAMP

produces not only peer-reviewed outputs but also context-specific grey literature,

thereby increasing its outputs’ salience to its IGOs sponsors (IPCP 2019, p. 81).

Finally, the IRP ensures the salience of its outputs by using in its knowledge

assessments “the latest and most reliable peer-reviewed science available

internationally” (UNEP 2019a).
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3.1.4 Agility

Agility means the ability and flexibility of a science-policy interface to adapt to

circumstances once they change. To achieve this, a science-policy interface

essentially needs to have a built-in review mechanism that serves at least two goals

(IPCP 2019, p. 81).

First, to achieve agility science-policy interfaces need to have a built-in review

mechanism that enable them to quickly react to newly emerging issues and bring

them onto their agenda. The IPBES and its practices are an outstanding example in

this regard. It has a built-in review mechanism of its work programme, possibly as

result from the lessons of a thorough review of the IPCC (see below) that informed

its design. An internal review team and the independent International Council for

Science conducted the first review four years after the creation of IPBES, following

the completion of its initial work programme. The review led to a reform that

allowed for greater flexibility of the IPBES to adapt to changing circumstances by

publishing periodic calls on proposals for newly emerging issues. Prior to this reform,

the adoption of the work programme defined (and fixed as well as limited) at the

very outset and for several years the issues that IPBES could address in its work

(IPCP 2019, p. 81). GESAMP and the UNCCD-SPI underscore the importance to be

able to react promptly on new issues and provide examples for alternative design

features that ensure this ability. GESAMP ensures this ability by its approach to

establish working groups for a specific time and issue area (in relatively short time).

Moreover, it leaves it to the working groups to meet ad hoc and to use online means

for approval instead of insisting on large physical meetings. This also increases its

members’ agility to spontaneously react to newly emerging issues (IPCP 2019: 82).

The UNCCD-SPI limits the number of issues under consideration to the most

pressing ones, while it shortens the time period of work programs. This allows for

more periodic revisions of the focus areas (IPCP 2019, p. 82). The general lesson is

that shorter work cycles and a certain leeway for scientists to respond to newly

emerging issues once these emerge increase the agility of science-policy interfaces.

Second, the agility of science-policy interfaces also benefits from review

mechanisms that target not only the issues the interfaces address but extend to

their working methods and processes. GESAMP’s review mechanism is a case in

point. Although the institutionalisation of its review mechanism is relatively weak

when compared to IPBES’ mechanism, it led to a thorough adaptation of its working

methods and processes. This became visible in 1996 and 1999, when the UN

Commission on Sustainable Development asked the GESAMP sponsoring

organisations to critically review the effectiveness and comprehensiveness of

GESAMP’s interaction with scientific representatives of governments and major

groups. In response to the review, GESAMP changed its mode of operation. It

broadened and intensified the participation of and engagement with other relevant

stakeholders. It also increased the user-friendliness of their outputs (GESAMP

2005). GESAMP thus changed two elements in its design that contribute to its

legitimacy and the salience of its outputs.

By contrast, the lack of built-in review mechanisms impairs the agility of science-

policy interfaces by delaying (if not preventing) their adaptation to changing

circumstances. The experiences of the IPCC illustrate this point. It has not had a

built-in review mechanism that could have ensured its ability to adapt to changing

circumstances. In 2010, and thus not until 22 years after its creation, the UN
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Secretary General and the Chair of the IPCC invited the InterAcademy Council to

independently review the IPCC, focusing on the IPCC’s policies and procedures (Beck

2012, p. 162). After the finalisation of the review, it took negotiations at three

consecutive IPCC plenary meetings to finally implement the suggested changes “on

improving its internal processes, procedures for peer review, quality control, and

communication” (Beck 2012, p. 163). The fact that it took so long to initiate the

review and to implement the recommendations shows that if science-policy

interfaces lack an in-built review mechanism, the adaptation to changes can be a

cumbersome and lengthy process.

3.1.5 Challenges in meeting key requirements: trade-offs and capacities

Meeting all key requirements to a satisfactory extent is challenging in any case. It

requires a careful design and coordination of many different elements of a science-

policy interface, let alone the successful establishment and internalisation of related

practices. Also the IPBES struggles with such challenges even though many insights

and lessons from year-long experiences at other prominent science-policy interfaces

in global environmental governance informed its design. Two challenges stand out

and complicate the achievement of some of the key requirements.

The most significant challenge lies in balancing the trade-off between credibility,

legitimacy and salience that is inherently built into any science-policy interface. This

trade-off results from a tension between achieving credibility on the one hand and

legitimacy and salience on the other hand. The credibility of a science-policy

interface depends largely on the independence of its scientific work and outputs.

Most interfaces ensure this independence through an appropriate selection of

experts, peer-review and the separation of scientific from political outputs and

processes. The legitimacy and salience of science-policy interfaces largely depend on

the involvement of policymakers and stakeholders in decisions on its work

programme or their participation in the production of its outputs. An imbalance in

the design in favour of either credibility or legitimacy and salience adversely affects

the achievement of the other key requirement respectively.

An overemphasis of legitimacy and salience impairs the scientific credibility of a

science-policy interface. This might reduce its ability to effectively advance the

understanding and knowledge on the issue at hand in an open-ended manner, i.e.

without politically motivated constraints. It might also reduce its ability to bring

newly emerging issues onto the agenda of the science-policy interface. Instead, the

science-policy interface then runs risk of being politicised. In the worst case, the

science-policy interface eventually operates only as servant to the preferences,

priorities and needs of its political principals and delivers only politically acceptable

and desirable knowledge. Yet, and in reverse, an overemphasis of scientific credibility

and a neglect of legitimacy and salience might reduce the usefulness and impact of

the scientific work and advice of the science-policy interface for political decision-

making processes. The reason is that such an overemphasis might cause the science-

policy interface to be less responsive to the needs of policymakers and stakeholders.

In either case, the science-policy interface is then hardly able to realise the benefits

that such interfaces typically provide in global environmental governance. As result,

the overall effectiveness of the science-policy interface suffers.

There is no easy or single-best solution to this challenge. One option is to separate
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the scientific and political processes and outputs in the science-policy interface to

the best extent possible. This makes apparent the differences but also the overlaps

from which joint processes and outputs then can start and on which they can build.

This solution is common practice in many science-policy interfaces. The separation

does however not completely avoid or balance the trade-offs and their risks. The

IPCC, for example, clearly separates the scientific processes and outputs from

political processes and outputs. Only when it finalised its assessment reports,

negotiations between scientists and policymakers start on the summaries for

policymakers that outline the most important findings and their political

implications. On the one hand, this makes the knowledge assessments scientifically

more credible and the summaries politically more acceptable (Akhtar-Schuster et al.

2016). On the other hand, opposing stakeholders insisted in the past on including

findings from scientists negating anthropogenic climate change in these summaries,

thereby undermining the scientific credibility and independence of IPCC’s work

(Sarkki et al. 2019). The IPBES has met a similar fate and may have a problem in

providing neutral space for negotiations, once issues become deeply political (Sarkki

et al. 2019).

Moreover, this solution does not apply to decisions on the work programme for

science-policy interfaces. These have however more far-reaching effects. In most

science-policy interfaces, state representatives decide on the work programme and

thus define (and limit) the issues on which science-policy interfaces work. This

ensures the necessary and desirable responsiveness of the interface to their needs.

However, it also gives policymakers the opportunity to side-line or ignore issues that

conflict with their preferences, priorities and needs at the very outset of the work of

science-policy interfaces. To some extent, the heterogeneity of state preferences,

priorities and needs weaken here the risk of a one-sided politicisation of science-

policy interfaces. Yet, other safeguards against politicisation are advisable. Four are

conceivable. First, scientists in science-policy interfaces could have an

institutionalised opportunity to bring newly emerging issues or issues that they

consider important and urgent onto the agenda of a science-policy interface. This is

already the case in many existing science-policy interfaces, for example GESAMP.

Second, an institutionalised and regular exchange between scientists, policymakers

and stakeholders specifically on the work programme could promote decisions by

states that take into account the different inputs on and ideas for issues to work on.

A few existing science-policy interfaces follow this procedure, for example the IRP.

Third, scientists could have the possibility to include a limited number of issues in the

work programme that states cannot reject or to seek independent funding for the

work on these issues, e.g. by a group of interested states, IGOs or other sources.

Fourth, and possibly most fundamentally, scientists, policymakers and stakeholders

could jointly negotiate and decide on the work programme.

Another challenge are lacking scientific capacities that complicate the inclusion of

experts from developing countries and countries with economies in transition into

the scientific discourse and in science-policy interfaces (IPCP 2019). This adversely

affects the achievement of credibility and legitimacy as they both rely on

inclusiveness and representativeness in the selection of experts. The solution to this

problem is at first sight relatively easily: capacity-building. This is generally also one

of the core functions of science-policy interfaces in global environmental governance.

The IPBEs is a case in point. Capacity building features prominently in both its first

and the second work programme. Possibly the most prominent activity during the
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first cycle of work was the implementation of a fellowship programme. It

strengthened access to the scientific (though perhaps not to the political) side of the

science-policy interface (Gustafsson et al. 2020). Along similar lines, IPCC has

initiated a doctoral scholarship programme, helping developing country students

(IPCP 2019). Yet, capacity-building requires resources and not all science-policy

interfaces have them. The UNCCD-SPI, for example, has problems with lack of

developing or transition country representation, possibly due to a lack of resources

(IPCP 2019: 83).

3.2 Transferring best practices and success conditions: lessons
and implications for a global scientific mechanism on marine
litter and microplastics

To ensure an effective operation of a global scientific mechanism on marine litter

and microplastics to the best possible extent, it is essential that its design enables it

to meet the four key requirements as well as to implement solutions to remaining

challenges. To achieve this, a transfer of most design elements and related practices

that ensure the successful operation of science-policy interfaces in global

environmental governance is advisable without major changes. Nevertheless, there

are exceptions where these elements and practices require adaptation to the

context of marine litter and microplastics in order to follow the key imperative in the

design of any science-policy interface: that the design takes into account and fits the

underlying issue. Moreover, some of the elements and practices deserve particular

attention in the design of a global scientific mechanism on marine litter and

microplastics.

The transfer of best practices and success conditions therefore rests on two

considerations:

1. Brief summary of all design elements and specific conditions that make a global

scientific mechanism on marine litter and microplastics work effectively (in

tables) and therefore should be taken into account in its design.

2. Brief discussion only of those design elements and conditions that deserve

particular attention in the context of a global scientific mechanism on marine

litter and microplastics and for what reasons.

3.2.1 Gaining credibility

Table 5 gives an overview on the design elements and specific conditions that enable

a global scientific mechanism on marine litter and microplastics to gain credibility.

While all design elements and specific conditions are important, several specific

conditions deserve particular attention in the context of a global scientific

mechanism on marine litter and microplastics (in bold).

First, the inclusion of scientists from all relevant disciplines in the selection of experts

and an equal consideration of knowledge from all relevant scientific disciplines is

highly important. The existing assessments of knowledge on marine litter and

microplastics tended to review knowledge primarily from natural sciences at the
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expense of social, behavioural, legal and economic sciences as well as humanities.

SAPEA’s knowledge assessment emphasised however that the inclusion of disciplines

other than natural sciences is indispensable to advance the understanding and

knowledge on extent, sources, pathways, effects and governance of marine litter

and microplastics (SAPEA 2019). This also would enable the scientific mechanism to

review knowledge across the entire life cycle of plastics that ends up in the oceans

and to develop and recommend solutions that cover the entire life cycle of plastics.

An approach that many scientists, policymakers and stakeholders highlight as

indispensable to effectively combat marine litter and plastic pollution.

Second, and related, the inclusion of holders of relevant non-traditional or non-peer-

reviewed local and indigenous knowledge and the consideration of their knowledge

deserves particular attention in the context of marine litter and microplastics. In

particular, local knowledge from citizen science projects proved to generate relevant

findings on this issue (Vince and Hardesty 2018, p. 8). Likewise, experts see the need

to strengthen the role of indigenous knowledge in knowledge assessments on marine

litter and microplastics (Marine Regions Forum 2019).
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Table 5: How a global scientific mechanism on marine litter and microplastics might gain credibility

Key design element Specific conditions

Appropriate selection of relevant experts

• Specific, transparent and publicly available criteria that maximise independence

and inclusiveness

• Inclusion of scientists from all relevant disciplines

• Inclusion of holders of relevant non-traditional or non-peer-reviewed local and

indigenous knowledge

• Merit-based: international recognition and qualification of experts

• Geographical representativeness

• Gender balance

• Conflict of interest policies

Independent peer review

• Through scientists

• Through non-science actors, such as policymakers, stakeholders, NGOs, IGOs,

etc.

Separation between science and politics

• Separation of knowledge assessments from political assessments

• Separation of peer review through scientists from (possible) peer review

through non-science actors

Access to knowledge, data and information
• Establishment of clearing-house mechanism

Use of knowledge, data and information
• Scientific knowledge from all relevant disciplines

• Relevant non-traditional or non-peer-reviewed local and indigenous knowledge

Source of funding

• Governments

• Public funds

• Foundations

Rules of procedure

• Commonly agreed

• Binding

• Transparent

• Specific
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Third, the geographical representativeness of experts (and knowledge) is an

important condition in the design of a global scientific mechanism on marine litter

and microplastics. Otherwise, it becomes difficult to appropriately address the

regional (and national and local) heterogeneity of the extent, sources, pathways,

effects and solutions of marine litter and microplastics that characterises this

problem. All related resolutions (UNEP 2019h) and many existing knowledge

assessments (SAPEA 2019; UNEP 2016; GESAMP 2016a, 2016b) emphasise this

heterogeneity and the need to adapt research and governance to it. The selection of

experts for the Ad Hoc Open-Ended Expert Group on Marine Litter and Microplastics

provides a conceivable template for ensuring the representativeness of experts (and

knowledge). In UNEA Resolution 3/7 on marine plastic litter clearly states that this

group “will include experts with the relevant technical expertise from all member

States, representation from international and regional conventions and

organizations and relevant stakeholders” (UNEP 2019h, p. 10).

Fourth, establishing a clearing house mechanism to provide access to knowledge,

data and information seems particularly advisable in the context of marine litter and

microplastics. As the review of the existing scientific mechanisms and bodies in this

issue area revealed, such a clearing-house mechanism is missing at global level. At

regional levels only a very few exist. These could however serve as template for a

global clearing house mechanism.

Fifth, and finally, in terms of funding, any scientific mechanism on marine litter and

microplastics might lose credibility if solely or predominantly funded by industry.

However, in line with the integrated approach to financing following from the 2030

Agenda, it would be one option to invite industry and other stakeholders, to

contribute financial or in-kind resources to the body or mechanism.

3.2.2 Ensuring legitimacy

Table 6 gives an overview on the design elements and specific conditions through

which a global scientific mechanism on marine litter and microplastics might ensure

legitimacy. Several of the specific conditions deserve particular attention in the

context of a global scientific mechanism on marine litter and microplastics (in bold).

Some of them overlap with those ensuring that such a mechanism gains credibility,

namely the inclusion of scientist from all relevant disciplines and of holders of

relevant local and indigenous knowledge. Like in the case of credibility and for similar

reasons, they also deserve particular attention here when it comes to ensuring

legitimacy. This once more underscores their importance in the context of a global

scientific mechanism on marine litter and microplastics. In short, and like in the case

of credibility, they ensure that the design of the mechanism effectively responds to

three specific knowledge needs in the context of marine litter and microplastics: the

need to consider knowledge from all relevant scientific disciplines, the need to take

into account relevant local and indigenous knowledge and the need to reflect the

regional heterogeneity of the issue.

In addition, the openness of the working and decision-making processes of a global

scientific mechanism deserves particular attention in the context of marine litter
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and microplastics. It raises the question which policymakers and stakeholders should

participate in the global scientific mechanism.

First of all, and given the regional (and national and local) heterogeneity of marine

litter and microplastics, the design of the mechanism should strive for the best

possible geographical representativeness of policymakers and stakeholders. This

means that at least policymakers and stakeholders from all different UN regions

should participate in one way or another in the mechanism. Only then, the

mechanism is able to take into account and respond to the different needs and

interests from the respective regions in its working and decision-making processes.

The mechanism would certainly further benefit when it ensures in one way or

another that the needs and interests from local policymakers and stakeholders also

find consideration in its work and decisions. Marine litter and microplastics does not

only affect local societies and economies differently. Local communities also

contribute to varying extent to the problem. All UNEA resolutions on marine litter

and microplastics emphasise this local dimension (UNEP 2019h), like many global

knowledge assessments do (e.g., UNEP 2016).

Second, and as regards stakeholders, it is highly important that the new global

scientific mechanism on marine litter and microplastics ensures that their

representation in its work covers stakeholder groups across the entire life cycle of

plastics. This helps the mechanism to effectively and legitimately adopt and benefit

from the much needed life cycle approach to marine litter and microplastics. Such an

approach would benefit from the participation of stakeholders from the production

and pre-consumption stage in the plastic life cycle (upstream), including the

extraction, refinement and processing of raw materials as well as plastic processors,

manufactures, distributors and retailers. It would also gain from the inclusion of

stakeholders from the consumption stage, for example packaging, textiles, building

and construction, consumers, consumer product industry, food production and

delivery, retail, etc.. Finally, the mechanism would need to open its working and

decision-making processes to stakeholders from the post-consumption and end-of-

life stage, such as municipalities, waste collection, recyclers, waste management

facilities, etc..
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Table 6: How a global scientific mechanism on marine litter and microplastics might ensure legitimacy

Key design element Specific conditions

Inclusiveness as regards knowledge (holders)

• Inclusion of scientists from all relevant disciplines

• Inclusion of holders of relevant local and indigenous knowledge

• Geographical representativeness

• Use of open calls to invite scientists and other knowledge holders

Openness as regards participation in production of

outputs

• Openness of working processes to scientists from all relevant disciplines and

other holders of relevant knowledge, policymakers and stakeholders

• Contributions of scientists from all relevant disciplines and other holders of

relevant knowledge, policymakers and stakeholders to outputs

• Joint production of outputs

Openness as regards participation in decision-making

• Openness of decision-making processes to scientists from all relevant disciplines

and other holders of relevant knowledge, policymakers and stakeholders

• Joint decisions on work programme or input to decisions

• Joint decisions on the nomination of experts or input to decisions

3.2.3 Making the outputs salient and relevant

Table 7 gives an overview on the design elements and specific conditions through

which a global scientific mechanism on marine litter and microplastics might make

its outputs salient and relevant. Obviously, some of them built on those ensuring

that the mechanism gains credibility and achieves legitimacy, namely the conditions

that contribute to the broad participation of different actors in the production of

outputs. Like in the case of credibility and legitimacy, the inclusion of scientists from

all relevant disciplines and other holders of relevant knowledge is also important

here. Likewise, and like in the case of legitimacy, the participation of a broad range

of policymakers and stakeholders remains essential here.

In other words, making the mechanism credible and legitimate also helps in making

its outputs salient and relevant. To this end, the mechanism’s design first of all needs

to take into account the specific conditions for credibility and legitimacy and their

particular implications in the context of marine litter and microplastics. Then, its

working processes and the production of outputs should allow for broad

participation of the variety of actors who contribute to the mechanism’s credibility

and legitimacy. On the one hand, this gives policymakers and stakeholders the

opportunity to request and gain the knowledge that they need. On the other hand, it

enables experts to effectively and adequately respond to the variety of possible
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requests and needs. Taken together, these two aspects facilitate the production of

relevant and salient outputs.

Table 7: How a global scientific mechanism on marine litter and microplastics might make its outputs salient and

relevant

Key design element Specific conditions

Broad participation of relevant actors in production of

outputs

• Openness of working processes to scientists from all relevant disciplines and

other holders of relevant knowledge, policymakers and stakeholders

• Contributions of scientists from all relevant disciplines and other holders of

relevant knowledge, policymakers and stakeholders to outputs

• Joint production of outputs

Tailor output to needs of audience
• Consideration of specific needs of principals and other relevant actors

• Consideration of variations in underlying issue

Communication strategies
• Outreach beyond principals

• Multiple channels of communication, such as mass and social media

Also the tailoring of the outputs to the needs of the audience deserves particular

attention in the context of a global scientific mechanism on marine litter and

microplastics. First of all, and given the current lack of a global agreement on plastic

pollution, the determination of the mechanism’s target audience is necessary.

Depending on the institutional setting of the mechanism, the primary target

audience might cover its own governing body, the governing bodies of related

conventions and multilateral environmental agreements, and policymakers as well as

stakeholders that participate and contribute to its work.

As regards the latter, the definition of whom to target in the first place depends,

however, on how the mechanism seeks to ensure legitimacy, i.e. on the decision which

policymakers and stakeholders eventually become part of it and contribute to its

work. This decision precedes and also somewhat predetermines the definition of the

possible target audience in the absence of a global agreement on plastic pollution.

Against the background of previous considerations on the participation of

policymakers and stakeholders and the mechanism’s legitimacy, the target audience

might cover policymakers and stakeholders at least at global and regional levels. If

possible and feasible, it might also extend to policymakers and stakeholders at

national and local levels. As regards the non-governmental stakeholders only, the

coverage and targeting of major stakeholders groups across the entire life cycle of

plastics is again highly important. This helps to effectively implement and benefit
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from the much needed life cycle approach to marine litter and microplastics also in

the scientific work and advice on this issue. The mechanism’s outputs then are likely

to become salient and relevant to the variety of actors who contribute to the

problem of marine litter and microplastics, its governance and possible solutions.

Once a global agreement on plastic pollution is in place, its governing body and

possible subsidiary bodies as well as its parties, observers and stakeholders are

obviously a preferable and additional primary target audience.

Equally important, tailoring the mechanism’s outputs to the needs of the audience

requires the definition of the scope of its work, particularly its knowledge

assessments as its main output. Here, four basic categories help to structure the

different options to tailor the mechanism’s output to the needs of its audience.

First and obviously, the mechanism might tailor its outputs to the needs of

audiences at different governance levels. As a global mechanism, it should of course

provide all necessary outputs that target the global audience. As previous

consideration on possible key outputs of the mechanism suggest, it could however

also provide outputs targeting at audiences at regional, national and local levels.

Given the regional heterogeneity of marine litter and microplastics, it could, for

example, conduct regional knowledge assessments, like the IPBES does. Since several

scientific mechanisms and bodies already exist at regional level, it could however also

leave the conduct of regional knowledge assessments to these mechanisms and

bodies and only harmonise or provide guidance to them. At national (and local level)

such outputs that provide guidance and harmonisation are also a, if not the only,

worthwhile option.

Second, the mechanism might tailor its outputs along the stages in the life cycle of

plastics or environmental compartments. For example, it might conduct knowledge

assessments that target at audiences either in the pre-consumption, the

consumption or the post-consumption stage. If advisable, necessary and valuable, it

might even produce outputs that target at individual sectors within each stage.

Third, the mechanism might tailor its outputs along specific knowledge needs or

scientific disciplines. For example, it could tailor its knowledge assessments by

prioritising certain knowledge needs, like effective response options or effects of

marine litter and microplastics on human health, and then provide separate

knowledge assessments on these. It might also produce knowledge assessments

that draw on a single or a few selected scientific disciplines that contribute to the

understanding and knowledge on the problem of marine litter and microplastics. In

doing so, it might focus on scientific disciplines that have so far been neglected and

that deserve particular attention, like social, behavioural and economic sciences,

thereby strengthening the related knowledge base.

Fourth, the mechanism might tailor its outputs along different dimensions of the

problem of marine litter and microplastics and environmental compartments. For

example, it might conduct knowledge assessments that focus on either extent,

sources, causes or effects of marine litter and microplastics. It could also produce

outputs that assess the knowledge on plastic pollution in either air, soil, freshwater,

oceans or sediments, to name just a few.

Finally, the mechanism might tailor its outputs by combining any of these options

with one or several other options across all four categories.
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3.2.4 Creating an agile mechanism

Table 8 gives an overview on the design elements and specific conditions through

which a global scientific mechanism on marine litter and microplastics achieves

agility. Two specific conditions deserve particular attention in the context of a global

scientific mechanism on marine litter and microplastics.

Previous considerations suggested that a number of uncertainties and knowledge

needs characterise the science on marine litter and microplastics, even though there

is sufficient knowledge to warrant action. Hence, it is conceivable that issues newly

emerge that neither scientists, nor governmental and other stakeholders currently

even thought of. This has two important implications for the design of a global

mechanism on marine litter and microplastics.

Table 8: How a global scientific mechanism on marine litter and microplastics might ensure agility

Key design element Specific conditions

Built-in mechanism for regular and independent reviews

• Comprehensive review of working methods, processes and procedures

• Agenda-setting by scientists

• Identification of newly emerging issues

Flexibility in scientific work
• Leeway for scientists to respond to newly emerging issues

• Quick institutional responses to newly emerging issues

First, it is worthwhile to institutionalise a procedure that renders the identification

of issues less random and instead provides an established approach, such as regular

scoping activities or horizon scanning processes, like at GESAMP. This might also

include issuing periodic calls on proposals for newly emerging issues, like the IPBES

does. Second, it underscores the importance that the mechanism’s design provides

for sufficient flexibility in the working processes, for example by granting some

leeway for scientists working on an issues to independently respond to such newly

emerging issues, once they emerge. Or by enabling the mechanism to quickly

establish working groups on newly emerging issues with a limited time frame and

working mandate, like at GESAMP.

In general, the time intervals between such review activities increase with the scope

of the review subject. A broad-scale institutional and procedural review could be

foreseen after three to four years, or at the end of every work-cycle. Reviews on

smaller scales, such as of the programme of work or the division of work among

experts might take place every two years. Any review activity that serves to identify

newly emerging issues might take place every year. These can take place even more

often when the mechanism does not undertake these activities itself but issues calls

for proposals on newly emerging issues.
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3.2.5 Coping with challenges

Table 9 gives an overview on the design elements and specific conditions through

which a global scientific mechanism on marine litter and microplastics might cope

with the challenges that typically characterise science-policy interfaces.

Like any other science-policy interface, a global scientific mechanism on marine litter

and microplastics faces the challenge of balancing the trade-off between its

scientific independence and the responsiveness of science to the needs of

policymakers and stakeholders (or more generally between credibility, legitimacy and

salience). As the previous considerations on this trade-off revealed, there is neither

an easy nor a single-best solution to this challenge that is inherently built into any

science-policy interface. Essentially, two basic options exist for the new mechanism.

On the one hand, its design can follow the common practice of many science-policy

interfaces to balance the trade-off. In this case, the mechanism would separate the

scientific process and outputs (in particular the knowledge assessments) from the

political evaluation of these knowledge assessments (above all recommendations to

policymakers, for example in form of summaries for policymakers) (solution 1 in table

9). Moreover, the mechanism would provide some relatively weak and largely

informal avenues for scientists to influence (but not to decide on) its agenda and

work programme (solution 2 and 3 in table 9). States or other state-driven sponsors,

like IGOs, would however take the ultimate decision on the work programme,

without any formal decision-making power for any other actor.

On the other hand, the mechanism’s design could envisage more innovative (and far-

reaching) approaches to cope with the tension between its independence,

politicisation and responsiveness. These approaches more or less significantly

increase the formal opportunities of scientists (and possibly stakeholders) to

influence decisions on the mechanism’s agenda and work programme (solutions 4 to

6 in table 9). Joint negotiations and decisions on the work programme by scientists,

policymakers and stakeholders would grant the highest degree of such influence to

actors other than states (solution 6 in table 9). Nevertheless, even in this case it is

advisable to also separate the scientific processes and outputs from political

processes and outputs (solution 1 in table 9).
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Table 9: How a global scientific mechanism on marine litter and microplastics might cope with characteristic

challenges of science-policy interfaces

Key challenge Possible solutions

Balancing trade-off between scientific independence

and responsiveness of science to policy

• Separation of scientific processes and outputs from political processes and

outputs

• Opportunities for scientists to influence agenda

• Exchange between scientists, policymakers and stakeholders on the work

programme

• Possibility for scientists to seek independent funding for work on certain issues

• Possibility for scientists to propose a limited number of issues in the work

programme that states cannot reject

• Scientists, policymakers and stakeholders jointly negotiate and decide on work

programme

Lacking capacities

• Training

• Education

• Skill development

• Technical Support

• Resources

Again like any other science-policy interface, a global scientific mechanism on marine

litter and microplastics faces the challenge of lacking capacities in certain regions

and groups of countries to provide scientific knowledge on the issue, let alone to

conduct knowledge assessments. Several observations substantiate this conclusion.

Overall, and like in the case of research on many other global environmental

challenges, the references in existing knowledge assessments suggest that

developed countries also dominate the (peer-reviewed) science on marine litter and

microplastics (cf. Lyons et al. 2020 for ASEAN). Moreover, the review of existing

scientific mechanisms and bodies on marine litter and microplastics revealed that

regional knowledge assessments are scarce, often outdated and one-time efforts.

They mostly focus on a specific aspect of marine litter and microplastics, namely the

occurrence of litter and microplastics in the ocean, but neglect sources, pathways

and effects. They also draw on fewer references than assessments at global levels or

assessments covering more developed countries. Hence, the design of a global

mechanism on marine litter and microplastics should in one way or another address

capacity-building at regional and national level. The IPBES and the GEO process

provide certainly useful templates in this regard. Given this lack of capacities, it

might however also be advisable to assign a global scientific mechanism on marine

litter and microplastics with the conduct of regional knowledge assessments in

those regions that lack the sufficient capacities.
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A more specific challenge in the design of a global scientific mechanism on marine

litter and microplastics lies in the question on how to best and efficiently ensure the

representativeness of relevant experts, policymakers and stakeholders in its work. As

the previous considerations on credibility, legitimacy and salience revealed, an

effective global scientific mechanism ideally requires a representativeness of a

considerable variety of experts, policymakers and stakeholders. As regards all three

groups of actors, the regional heterogeneity of marine litter and microplastics

suggests at least their regional representativeness in the mechanism, including the

balanced consideration of actors from developed and developing countries as well as

their gender. As regards experts, scientists from a large number of relevant

disciplines as well as holders of non-traditional or non-peer-reviewed local and

indigenous knowledge contribute to the understanding of and knowledge on marine

litter and microplastics and therefore merit representation in the mechanism. As

regards stakeholders, the suggested, necessary and politically desired life cycle

approach to marine litter and microplastics implicates the participation of a large

variety of stakeholders from all stages in the plastics life cycle.

Against this background, an all-encompassing approach to representativeness and

inclusiveness at global level seems hardly desirable, if it is feasible at all without

impairing the capacity of the mechanism to work and arrive at decisions. It might

therefore be worthwhile to consider a vertical differentiation of representativeness

between the global and regional level. One option would be to establish regional

committees or commissions, or to draw on existing ones, for example within the

framework of the RSP. These could then perform some of the core functions of the

mechanism at regional level, like for example the nomination of experts. They could

also be responsible for conducting the regional knowledge assessments, either

independently from the global mechanism or on behalf of it, depending on whether a

“purely global” scientific mechanism is established, which operates only at global

level, or a “catch-all” mechanism, which operates at global and regional levels. In any

case, at the regional level, it would be easier to maximise the representativeness

without overburdening the working and decision-making processes.

The work and decisions of these regional bodies could then be linked to the global

bodies in two different ways. They could prepare inputs to the global level. Or they

could “elect” delegates from the various groups of actors that then represent the

different views and interests at global level. The Food and Agriculture Organisation

(FAO) and its regional conferences might provide a template here, although it is not

related to a science-policy interface.

In addition, and in order to reduce the risk of overburdening the mechanism’s

working and decision-making processes, the mechanism could feature thematic

committees that deal with issues of more limited scope. These could then be linked

to the overarching working and decision-making process in the same way as the

regional committees or commissions. Again, the FAO and its thematic committees

provide a good template for this approach, even if not in the area of science-policy

interfaces.
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4 Options for the institutional
setting

The suggested key functions, outputs, requirements and design elements of a global

scientific mechanism on marine litter and microplastics enable it to work more

effectively and to realise the key benefits of science-policy interfaces in global

environmental governance. Nevertheless, they leave the question about its specific

institutional setting open.

Prior to a description and comparison of the three most conceivable options, two

aspects of the institutional setting that cut across all options deserve a more in-

depth consideration, namely

1. the relationship between the institutional setting and the effectiveness of

science-policy interfaces; and

2. the scope of the mandate.

The discussion of the first aspect addresses the question whether there is one

institutional setting that outperforms all other options in terms of effectiveness. The

consideration of the second aspect discusses the advantages and disadvantages

that might occur when the new scientific mechanism on marine litter and

microplastics operates as a “catch-all” or “one-stop” science-policy interface that

performs all related core functions at global and regional levels. It also discusses the

advantages and disadvantages of the new mechanism performing the core

functions only at global level, as a “pure” global science-policy interface.

The three conceivable basic options that are discussed after the elaboration on the

cross-cutting aspects are:

1. An intergovernmental panel (along the lines of the IPCC or IPBES)

2. A scientific body under a multilateral agreement (along the lines of the

UNCCCD-SPI or SAP)

3. An integrated scientific mechanism under an IGO (along the lines of the IRP or

the GEO process)

Each option represents a typical model that already exists in other issue areas and

features several distinct elements and characteristics (UNEP 2020d). These are

neither prescriptive nor mutually exclusive. A “hybrid option” that combines and

integrates selected elements and characteristics from two or all three options is

thus also conceivable.

Their detailed description and comparison addresses three key aspects and, where

possible, uses examples from existing science-policy interfaces to illustrate these:

1. Core features

2. Main advantages and disadvantages

3. Implications in the context of a global scientific mechanism on marine litter and

microplastics
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4.1 Cross-cutting aspects

4.1.1 Relationship between institutional setting and effectiveness

To state it clearly at the beginning: No institutional option as such is superior to the

other options in terms of effectiveness since the effectiveness of a science-policy

interface hardly depends on its basic institutional setting. Already the observation

that there is no one-size-fits-all solution for the design of an effective science-policy

interface suggested this conclusion. The effectiveness of science-policy interfaces

instead primarily depends on whether their design implements the specific elements

and conditions that enable them to perform the key functions and to meet the key

requirements of effective science-policy interfaces to a satisfactory extent. Their

implementation is possible under any of the three options, be it an

intergovernmental panel, a scientific body under a global agreement, or an

integrated scientific mechanism under an international organisation.

Comparably, whether a global scientific mechanism on marine litter and

microplastics becomes politicised, primarily depends on its ability to balance the

trade-off between scientific independence and the responsiveness of science to the

needs of policymakers and stakeholders. The risk of politicisation is inherently built

into any science-policy interface as they operate as two-way interfaces between

science and policy. Under certain circumstances either science or policy might

dominate this relationship with adverse consequences on the overall effectiveness of

their interface. The institutional setting of a science-policy interface itself does

however not provide any safeguards against the risk of politicisation. It merely

defines whether a science-policy interface is a stand-alone body, like in the case of

intergovernmental panel such as IPCC, or whether it is embedded into a multilateral

agreement or international organisation, like in the case of the IRP or the GEO

process. Instead, it is the specific design elements that reduce the risk of

politicisation, such as the separation of scientific processes and outputs from

political processes and outputs.

To be clear, in practice, differences in the effectiveness of science-policy interfaces

might and also do coincide with differences in the institutional setting. These

differences are however not systematically related to the institutional setting. For

example, the Subsidiary Body on Scientific, Technical and Technological Advice

(SBSTTA) of the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), was subject to criticism

early on because its meetings turned into “Mini-COPs”. The heavily politicized

meetings rather resembled negotiations on draft decisions than exchanges on

knowledge and scientific advice (Koetz 2011, p. 49). Yet, another subsidiary body, the

SAP of the Montreal Protocol, received hardly any such criticism. Moreover, also the

IPCC and the IPBES, both being stand-alone intergovernmental panels, also suffer

from politicisation from inside but also from outside (Sarkki et al. 2019).

Overall, these considerations underscore how important it is that the design of a

global scientific mechanism on marine litter and microplastics incorporates the

specific elements that make science-policy interfaces work effectively. To create an

effective mechanism, the careful implementation of these specific design elements

deserves more attention than the question of the institutional setting.
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4.1.2 Scope of the mandate: “catch-all” or “purely global” science-policy interface

Mandating a “catch-all” global scientific mechanism to perform all functions at

global and regional levels has an obvious advantage. Through the centralisation, it

could better ensure consistency and coherence in content, procedures, methods, and

design. This would increase the authoritativeness and effectiveness of the

mechanism and the likelihood that policymakers and stakeholders use its advice in

their decision-making processes. The option has however also two obvious

disadvantages. It is costly. And it might provoke conflicts over and competition for

already scarce resources among the different international and regional

organisations that until today populate the landscape of scientific bodies and

mechanisms on marine litter and microplastics.

Mandating a “purely global” scientific mechanism to perform all functions only at

global level also has an obvious advantage. It builds on existing capacities and

reduces duplication of work. Yet, it also comes with disadvantages. Given the

regional heterogeneity, an effective strengthening of the global science and

knowledge on marine litter and microplastics also requires to strengthen the

regional science and knowledge base. Under these circumstance, a “purely global”

scientific mechanism would simultaneously require substantial investments into the

capacities of existing regional bodies and mechanisms. As previous considerations

revealed, many of them lack capacities and often do not perform all five key

functions. Moreover, this option also comes with a significant increase in costs as

coordination requirements increase and capacity building might become necessary.

It is also possible that with this option, conflicts among the different bodies and

mechanisms emerge over the allocation of necessary resources and the responsibility

for regional knowledge assessments. Finally, this option probably requires major

reforms of and interventions to the regional mechanisms and bodies, their design

and their governance structure.

4.2 Option 1: An intergovernmental panel

4.2.1 Core features

Under this option, a separate and independent international agreement would

establish and design an intergovernmental panel. All states that wish to become

members of the panel would need to ratify this agreement. As a stand-alone body, it

would have its own governing body, representing all member states (and possibly

other actors), for taking relevant decisions, as well as its own secretariat, budget,

and rules of procedure. The IPCC and IPBES are prominent examples for this option.

To work effectively, an intergovernmental panel usually needs interlinkages with

other existing and appropriate international environmental institutions, for example

multilateral environmental agreements or IGOs. On the one hand, this serves to

ensure that the panel provides policy-relevant knowledge and responds to the needs

of these other institutions to the best extent possible. On the other hand, it

facilitates the uptake of its assessments and their findings for decisions in related

international institutions.
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4.2.2 Main advantages and disadvantages

The main advantage of an intergovernmental panel lies in its high degree of

independence from other international environmental institutions, in particular when

compared to the other options. The independence has two important benefits. On

the one hand, it is able to set its own agenda, decide independently what issues it

takes into account in its work and how it responds to recommendations or requests

by other international institutions. It thus operates largely outside the political,

institutional and financial constraints and path-dependencies of other institutions.

On the other hand, an intergovernmental panel does not require the existence of a

multilateral agreement or an IGO to being established and to which it provides its

advice. In fact, the establishment of an intergovernmental panel might precede

negotiations on a new global agreement on the issue at hand. For example,

governments might agree on the need to enhance the knowledge base and create an

intergovernmental panel, but cannot yet agree on the need or final design for a new

global agreement.

Only at first sight, the independence puts at jeopardy a key benefit of such

mechanisms in global environmental governance: the responsiveness of the scientific

mechanism to the needs of policymakers and other stakeholders. As the previous

considerations on key design elements revealed, the openness of a panel’s decision-

making body to different actors significantly reduces this risk, for example by

ensuring an appropriate representation of states and/or other relevant

stakeholders. The more inclusive this representation, and the broader the spectrum

of interests that it covers, the smaller the risk that the intergovernmental panel fails

to respond to the needs of policymakers and stakeholders. The necessary

establishment of interlinkages between the panel and other international

environmental institutions further reduces this risk. It ensures the panel’s

responsiveness also to needs of policymakers and stakeholders from outside the

panel.

Two major disadvantages stand out. First, intergovernmental panels require the

highest amount of resources for administrative and organisational support relative

to the other two options. The operation of an intergovernmental panel requires more

resources for the meetings of the governing body and possible subsidiary bodies, as

well as for the secretariat, than the other two options. For example, according to its

2019 budget statement (IPCC-LII/Doc. 2), the IPCC’s overall budget amounted to

US$ 11.6 million in 2019, of which US$ 4.4 million were allocated to administrative

and organisational support, including US$ 2.8 million for its governing body and US$

2.1 million for its secretariat (IPCC 2020a).
8

In comparison, administrative and

organisational costs for the GEO in the two years between 2018 and 2019 were

calculated to amount to roughly US$ 2.5 million (latest and only numbers available)

(UNEP 2018a).
9

This is less than half of the costs that the IPCC’s administrative and

organisational support incurred in only one year. Of course, an intergovernmental

panel, like the other two options, also requires resources to cover costs for

workshops and meetings in the preparation of knowledge assessment or other

substantive activities, including the travel costs for scientific experts. These depend

however on the scope and number of activities, not on the institutional setting. The

8. IPCC’s budget is calculated in Swiss Francs. Indicated amounts in $US were calculated on basis of the
exchange rate as of December 15, 2020.

9. It is impossible to get more numbers or more precise numbers on the overall costs of the other two options,
let alone cost statements that differentiate between administrative and organisational costs on the one hand
and substantive activity costs on the other hand.
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resources for administrative and organisational support are the only costs that

differ between the three options of institutional settings.

Second, and again in comparison to the other options, the creation of an

intergovernmental panel faces the highest hurdle to political feasibility since it has to

overcome the widespread and general reluctance of states to establish new

institutions. This even more so when a new institution incurs more costs than other

available institutional options, as intergovernmental panels are likely to do.

Moreover, negotiations might take several years and turn out to be costly, too, and

risk to fail completely. The case for an intergovernmental panel therefore requires a

convincing framing of the issue that it will address, and communicating clearly the

need for such a panel and its added value compared to other options.

4.2.3 Implications

For a possible intergovernmental panel on marine plastic litter and microplastics,

several implications follow from the previous considerations.

First of all, establishing an intergovernmental panel requires a decision by an

appropriate body to launch negotiations, and possibly also the establishment of an

intergovernmental negotiating committee. In case of marine litter and microplastics,

a resolution by UNEA, a UNGA resolution or another intergovernmental organization

might launch the negotiations.

Second, one of the general advantages of an intergovernmental panel turns out to

be an even greater advantage in the context of marine litter and microplastics. Its

operation does not depend on the adoption of a global agreement. And so far, there

is no global agreement on marine litter and microplastics or plastic pollution more

generally. While there are growing indications that states are willing to start

negotiating such an agreement, they have not yet done so. Once they do, it might

however still take several years to its adoption. In this context, an intergovernmental

panel on marine litter and microplastics could strengthen the global science and

knowledge base on this issue before states adopt such a global agreement or before

they start negotiating it. It could then even facilitate and bolster the negotiations of

the agreement because its outputs might highlight the necessity to act more

decisively at global level.

Third, an intergovernmental panel on marine plastic litter and microplastics requires

decisions on its interlinkages with other international environmental institutions that

are likely to use its outputs in their policy- and decision-making. If and once states

adopt a new global agreement on plastic pollution, this would be the obvious and

primary choice for such interlinkages. If there is no or not yet a global agreement on

plastic pollution, UNEA, the World Health Organisation, the FAO, the IMO, the CBD,

the BRS conventions, and/or the RSP are conceivable choices. In general, these

decisions could take into account the need for a life cycle approach to marine litter

and microplastics that looms so large in current scientific and political discussions.

This means that they could aim at interlinkages with those international institutions

that are relevant for policymaking in one or several stages in the life cycle of plastics

and that address in their work one or several dimensions of the problem of marine

plastic pollution.
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Fourth, and finally, the creation of an intergovernmental panel on marine plastic

litter and microplastics needs to have a convincing framing that helps overcoming

the likely reluctance of states to establish a new institution, in particular when this

results in more costs than other institutional alternatives. In case of marine plastic

litter and microplastics such a framing might already exist. On the one hand, and

due to its possible adverse effects on marine life and human health, the issue has a

high public and increasingly political profile. As the summary of findings in existing

knowledge assessments revealed, there still remain sufficient uncertainties and

knowledge needs when it comes to specific aspects of extent, sources, pathways,

effects and trends of marine plastic pollution as well response options. The framing

can easily refer to these in order to warrant serious efforts at providing scientific

advice through a new panel. Of course, this framing can also support the creation of

a global scientific mechanism on marine litter and microplastics under the other two

options.

The framing for the creation of an intergovernmental panel on marine litter and

microplastics might however resort to an additional option. It could link the creation

to another relevant science-policy interface that is currently being discussed in the

intersessional process on the sound management of chemicals and waste beyond

2020. This process is dealing with the future of the Strategic Approach to

International Chemicals Management (SAICM). It has sparked discussions about a

science-policy interface on chemicals and waste that goes far beyond the very

specific work done by the Chemicals Review Committee (CRC) under the Rotterdam

Convention and the Persistent Organic Pollutants Review Committee (POPRC)

under the Stockholm Convention. Linking this initiative with the proposal to

establish an intergovernmental panel on marine litter and microplastics might lead

to sufficient support for the establishment of a new institution that covers both

issues. As an intergovernmental panel, it could focus on plastics throughout their

life-cycle, while also providing assessments on further chemicals- and waste-related

issues (Wang et al. 2021) . Such panel could serve the urgent need for better

scientific advice in both issue areas. If bringing the two initiatives together is not an

option, closely interlinking them might also benefit both initiatives.

4.3 Option 2: A scientific body under a multilateral agreement

4.3.1 Core features

Under this option, member states of a multilateral agreement would establish a

scientific mechanism as a subsidiary body to its governing body and decide on its

design, budget and rules of procedure. The governing body of the multilateral

agreement would then typically also operate as the subsidiary body’s governing body

and take all relevant decisions, unless it delegates some decision-making power to

the scientific body or other subsidiary bodies. The secretariat of the multilateral

agreement, if there is one, would provide its services also to the subsidiary scientific

body. Beyond this very small common ground, a range of models exist that differ in

many details. It is therefore rather difficult to establish a template. Three basic

approaches can however be distinguished.

Many existing subsidiary bodies are rather comparable to the governing body of an
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intergovernmental panel. They are political bodies dealing with matters closely

related to science. Usually, they comprise governmental representatives of an

agreement’s parties. Some of them are open to non-governmental stakeholders,

either as observers or as active participants. These subsidiary bodies do however

hardly, if at all, act as scientific assessment panels, conducting their own knowledge

assessments. Nevertheless. they have a scientific function that becomes manifest in

two ways. First, they might commission scientific studies, including knowledge

assessments by expert panels. Second, they often provide the links between the

multilateral agreement and an intergovernmental scientific panel of the sort

described above.

The SBSTTA of the CBD and the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological

Advice (SBSTA) of the UNFCCC are prominent examples for this approach. Both

SBSTA and SBSTTA have their own bureau to prepare sessions and decisions. The

SBSTTA has the mandate to conduct scientific and technical assessments; identify

innovative technologies and provide know-how on conserving biodiversity; provide

advice on scientific programmes and international cooperation in research and

development; and respond to scientific, technical, technological and methodological

questions put forward by the COP or its subsidiary bodies. The SBSTTA may convene

ad hoc technical expert groups for conducting assessments, and is thus best

compared to the governing body of an intergovernmental scientific panel. The

SBSTA works on impacts, vulnerability and adaptation matters, deals with

technology transfer, and works on the guidelines for greenhouse gas emission

inventories. In addition, SBSTA is the link between scientific bodies, including the

IPCC, and the COP of the UNFCCC, collecting relevant scientific information and

preparing relevant COP decisions. In this capacity, SBSTA occasionally requests

reports or information from the IPCC (UNFCCC 2020).

Other forms of subsidiary bodies take over significantly more scientific work than

the SBSTTA or the SBSTA and come closer to perform functions that science-policy

interfaces in global environmental governance usually perform. A case in point is the

UNCCD-SPI (Akhtar-Schuster et al. 2016). It was established after prolonged

discussions on how to enhance science-based decision-making in the UNCCD. Its

tasks are to analyse, synthesize and translate relevant scientific findings; to interact

with existing scientific mechanisms; assist the Bureau of the Committee on Science

and Technology (CST); to organize scientific conferences; provide the CST with

guidance on scientific knowledge requirements; draft terms of reference; and select

experts for upcoming scientific work. The UNCCD-SPI is not a subsidiary body, but is

connected to CST, a subsidiary body of the COP. In other words, the UNCCD-SPI is a

mechanism under the authority of a subsidiary body of a convention. In comparison,

IPCC and IPBES are independent intergovernmental panels linked to conventions

through subsidiary bodies of these conventions.

Somewhere in between these two approaches lie the subsidiary bodies in chemicals

and waste governance that mostly feature a more confined mandate. They typically

provide technical advisory services or assess relatively narrow areas, rather than

conducting comprehensive global knowledge assessments. Examples for this kind of

mechanism include the Stockholm Convention’s POPRC and the Rotterdam

Convention’s CRC. The Stockholm Convention’s POPRC is a good example for the

narrower mandate of these bodies. It reviews chemicals that are proposed for listing

in one of its Annexes A, B, or C. Article 8 of the convention stipulates how the review

process ought to be conducted, and Annexes D, E, and F describe which information

is needed for the review. Another example for this approach are the Montreal
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Protocol’s SAP, Technology and Economic Assessment Panel and Environmental

Effects Assessment Panel.

4.3.2 Main advantages and disadvantages

Two advantages characterise this option.

First, the responsiveness of subsidiary scientific bodies to the needs of policymakers

and other stakeholders is comparatively high since they receive their request directly

from the decision-making bodies of the agreement to which they belong. This helps

increasing the relevance and salience of its work, at least to the parties and other

participants in the convention. As previous considerations on the effectiveness of

science-policy interfaces suggested, this makes scientific mechanisms and their

advice more effective from a policymaking perspective. Comparable to the

independence of an intergovernmental panel this advantage has however a potential

downside, only in the reverse direction. The high responsiveness to the needs of

policymakers and other stakeholders might put at risk the scientific independence of

a subsidiary body’s work and the many advantages for its impact, such as credibility

or the ability to identify newly emerging issues. In fact, the risk of politicisation

looms large in many accounts of subsidiary bodies (e.g., Koetz 2011). Yet, as previous

considerations suggested, politicisation is a more a matter of specific design

elements of a scientific body or mechanism than it is related to its institutional

setting. In other words, an appropriate design of a subsidiary body might reduce this

risk if it provides for safeguards against politicisation, like for example the

separation of scientific processes and outputs from political processes and outputs

or an institutionalised opportunity for scientists to bring newly emerging issues on

the agenda.

Second, subsidiary scientific bodies incur lower costs for the administrative and

organisational support than intergovernmental panels. Whether they do also incur

lower costs for their substantive activities, like expert workshops and meetings, is

not a matter of the institutional setting but depends on the scope and number of

their activities. They incur lower administrative and organisational costs since they

provide better opportunities to exploit synergies within the broader institutional

framework. Of course, they also require decisions about the work programme by

their governing body and need to convene in meetings. To this end, they do however

not need to operate and fund a separate governing body like intergovernmental

panels do. Their governing bodies, usually the COP to the multilateral agreement,

often take decisions on their work programme at their annual or biennial sessions

when they meet anyway to discuss and decide on all other issues in the context of

the multilateral agreement. Typically, the meetings of the subsidiary bodies then

take place back-to-back to these sessions. In this case, this also implies a lower

burden to governmental officials (and the environment) than an intergovernmental

panel since state delegates do not need to undertake additional travels to sessions

of a separate standalone governing body. Some bodies also hold one additional and

separate meeting every year, like for example the SBSTA of the UNFCCC.
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Neither do subsidiary scientific bodies need to run a separate secretariat but instead

receive support by the secretariat of the multilateral agreement of which they are

part.
10

In general, the cost advantage of course decreases the more frequent the

subsidiary scientific bodies hold separate meetings, i.e. not back-to-back to the

multilateral agreement’s COPs, and the more support they request and receive from

the secretariats of the multilateral agreements.

The main disadvantage of this option is that it requires the negotiation, adoption

and coming into being of a multilateral agreement. As a matter of course, a

subsidiary scientific body is no valid option in issue areas where no agreement exists.

In contrast to an intergovernmental panel, a subsidiary scientific body thus cannot

facilitate and bolster the negotiations of an agreement. It can provide its scientific

input to policymaking only when major political decisions have already been taken,

such as the adoption of a multilateral agreement.

4.3.3 Implications

The previous considerations have two implications in the context of a scientific

mechanism on marine litter and microplastics.

First and foremost, the main disadvantage of this option is also its most limiting

factor in the context of marine litter and microplastics: there is not yet a global

agreement on plastic pollution and therefore no institutional framework of which it

can become the subsidiary scientific body. Even though states appear to be on the

brink to start negotiations on a global agreement on plastic pollution, it is uncertain

if and when negotiations on such an agreement begin, when they finish, and whether

a scientific body is then already part of the agreement or supposed to be carved out

later. An intergovernmental panel is likely to yield earlier results than a subsidiary

body, since it is not contingent on the negotiation and adoption of an overarching

institutional framework.

In any case, the new global agreement on plastic pollution would require an

institutional setup that allows for the creation of subsidiary bodies, either by

establishing the subsidiary body already in the convention, or by giving authority to

create one to the COP. For example, the Stockholm Convention contains provisions

for POPRC and stipulated that at the first COP member states were to establish

the committee. Yet, the convention left it to the COP to decide its terms of

reference, organization and operation. If the subsidiary body is not already part of

the agreement, the COP would need to negotiate and adopt a resolution

establishing the subsidiary body. This might again take a while during which the

landscape of global science and knowledge on marine litter and microplastics would

largely remain as it is. However, as the review of the existing landscape suggested,

there is an urgent need to strengthen it since it remains unsatisfactory in several

areas and is not suitable to advance the knowledge and understanding of the

problem of marine litter and microplastics and its governance.

Second, the design and the mandate of a subsidiary scientific body under a global

agreement on plastic pollution would need to go beyond the typical approaches. As

the description of their core features suggested, existing subsidiary scientific bodies

10. It is impossible to get numbers on the overall costs of the work of subsidiary scientific bodies, let alone cost
statements that differentiate between administrative and organisational costs on the one hand and
substantive activity costs on the other hand. Their costs are typically not listed in any of the financial
statements multilateral agreements provide.
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typically have relatively limited mandates. Yet, if the aim is to maximise its scientific

and policy impact of the new subsidiary body, its design and mandate need to

ensure to the best extent possible that is able to perform all five core functions and

to meet the key requirements of effective science-policy interfaces. Only then, it has

the potential to effectively strengthen the global science and knowledge base on

marine litter and microplastics and increase its policy impact. While this is of course

possible if the COP of a global agreement on plastic pollution takes appropriate

decisions, the widespread and common practice of such decisions has been mostly

different so far.

4.4 Option 3: An integrated scientific mechanism under an IGO

4.4.1 Core features

Under this option, an IGO would establish a scientific mechanism through a decision

of its governing body, typically a resolution. Usually, all states that are members of

the IGO would thus decide on its mandate, design, budget and rules of procedure.

The mechanism would take the form of a regular scientific assessment process or

expert body that the IGO funds and governs. The IGO secretariat would provide its

services also to the scientific mechanism, unless the IGO decides to create a

separate secretariat for the mechanism. It is also possible that two or more IGOs

establish and manage such a mechanism collectively. Like in the case of subsidiary

scientific bodies, it is difficult to establish a single template since a range of models

exist that differ in many details. Two basic models exist however for this option: a

permanent model and an ad hoc model.

For the permanent model, the IRP and GESAMP provide examples. Since 2007, the

IRP operates under UNEP. The Steering Committee gathers representatives from

governments, the European Commission and UNEP. It provides guidance, makes sure

reports are policy-relevant, contributes to the annual work plan and is in charge of

overseeing the budget. The current 36 panel members are mostly scientists and

participate in their personal capacity, not as organizational representatives. Another

example is GESAMP. It gathers 17 experts from a wide range of relevant scientific

disciplines, acting in their independent and individual capacity. Its Executive

Committee oversees, administers and manages GESAMP’s work on behalf of the ten

sponsoring UN organisations, which each have representative in this committee.

Unlike the IRP, GESAMP has its own secretariat, the GESAMP office.

For the ad hoc model, well-developed templates are the GEO, the Global Chemicals

Outlook (GCO) or the Regular Process for Global Reporting and Assessment of the

Marine Environment (here: Regular Process). GEO and GCO require a mandate

provided by a UNEA resolution. While “ad hoc” suggests that such processes have

limited time frames or are one-time efforts, the GEO process shows relative high

stability and permanence. Its first assessment report came out in 1997, GEO 6 in in

2019, showing a continuity in such decisions first by the UNEP Governing Council and

lately by UNEA. The GCO likewise has seen a second edition, yet a GCO-III is

uncertain. The Regular Process is a global mechanism under the authority of UNGA

and provides an example for a science-policy interface that is part of one of the six

UN principal organs. Since 2010, an Ad Hoc Working Group of the Whole oversees
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the Regular Process. So far, the UNGA mandated two process cycles. The first cycle

ran from 2010 until 2014 and ended with the publication of the First Global

Integrated Marine Assessment, or World Ocean Assessment I. In 2015, the UNGA

launched the second cycle, including the Programme of Work for 2017-2020 which

entails the Second World Ocean Assessment, and as a second output, support for

other ocean-related intergovernmental processes.

Though permanent and ad hoc mechanisms may seem quite different at first, in

reality the differences are not that large. In both cases, governing bodies have to

provide funding and agree on a work programme. While permanent bodies may

seem to be more stable, ad hoc processes like the GEO have shown to be very stable

as well and to be conducted regularly.

4.4.2 Main advantages and disadvantages

This option comes with three main advantages. Two of them mirror the advantages

of the subsidiary scientific bodies under a multilateral agreement (Option 2).

To start with, scientific mechanisms under an IGO also ensure a high responsiveness

to the needs of the policymakers and other stakeholders since they receive their

mandate and work programme directly from their governing body, similar to

subsidiary scientific bodies under a multilateral agreement. The responsiveness on

the one hand makes the outputs of the scientific mechanisms under an IGO relevant

and salient, at least for the member states and other stakeholders in the IGO and its

governing body, thereby strengthening their likely impact on policymaking. On the

other hand, and similar to the case of their counterparts under a multilateral

agreement (Option 2), the high policy responsiveness might however adversely

affect their scientific independence, thereby possibly impairing their scientific

credibility and ultimately their impacts. Again, the occurrence of these effects also

here depends on the specific design of this option and is not inherently built into the

institutional setting. Therefore, safeguards in the specific design of the scientific

mechanisms can mitigate these effects and ensure scientific independence of a

mechanism while operating under an international organisation. The IRP is a good

example for such safeguards. At IRP, the scientific panel initiates the research or

assessment process by independently identifying issues that fall into its mandate

and that the scientific experts in the panel consider to require an assessment. Then,

the scientific panel establishes a team of experts from its members and invites

external experts who will conduct the assessment. Of course, exchanges between

the scientific panel and the steering committee with policymakers and other

stakeholders also take place. An important share of the scientific agenda-setting

power rests however with the scientific panel, enabling it to independently initiate

scientific work.

Second, scientific mechanisms under an IGO also incur lower costs for the

administrative and organisational support than intergovernmental panels, like

scientific bodies under a multilateral agreement. They are better able to exploit

synergies within the larger setting of their host IGO(s). Usually, there is no need for

separate meetings of the IGO governing bodies to decide on the work programme of

a scientific mechanism. Most IGO governing bodies decide on these issues in the

context of their annual or biennial meetings during which they also adopt resolutions

or other decisions relevant for the IGO work. This also limits the burden on

government officials (and the environment) since they have not to travel to different
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governing bodies. Of course, this advantage holds only as long as no additional and

separate meetings of IGO delegates are necessary to manage the scientific

mechanism. Likewise, scientific mechanisms under an IGO use and receive services

and support from the IGO secretariat. The estimated budget for GEO, for example,

refers to in-kind contributions from UNEP in the form of staff. Similar to the other

two options, costs for the substantive activities of scientific mechanism under an

IGO are irrelevant for an assessment of their cost implications since they depend on

the scope and number of their activities, but not on their institutional setting.

The third advantage of scientific mechanisms under an IGO lies in the absence of a

requirement that characterises intergovernmental panels in particular but also –

under certain circumstances – scientific subsidiary bodies under a multilateral

agreement. Scientific mechanisms under an IGO do not require the negotiation,

adoption and implementation of an additional multilateral institution, like a

convention or treaty in case of the subsidiary scientific bodies under a multilateral

agreement (if there is none) or a separate overarching body in case of

intergovernmental panels. Instead, states integrate a scientific mechanism into an

IGO through a decision of the governing body that follows well established and

known procedures and processes. This is likely to facilitate and speed up related

decisions, once the IGO member states in general agree on the need to establish

such a scientific mechanism. Of course, when a multilateral convention or treaty

already exists, this advantage also applies to the scientific subsidiary bodies under a

multilateral agreement.

One major disadvantage stands out. First, and in particular under the ad hoc model

of this option, scientific mechanisms under an IGO often lack a reliable, stable and

continuous source of funding. In comparison to the other two options, their funding

faces greater risks to fall victim to shifting priorities or political conflicts (even over

unrelated issues) in the IGO governing body. More or less constantly, this risk threats

the stability and continuity of scientific mechanisms under an IGO. Once an

increasing number of states withdraw their support for whatever reasons, the IGO

governing body might reduce funds below levels that ensure an effective operation

of the scientific mechanism or even decide to stop their funding completely. GEO 5,

for example, was unable to secure sufficient funding and suffered from a funding

gap of more than $US 2.2 million (UNEP 2014). At the same time, the GEO process

shows that even the ad hoc model under this option not necessarily suffers from

insufficient stability or continuity. Since the first GEO in 1997, the process ran

through five more cycles. The last one ended in 2019 with the publication of GEO 6.

Nonetheless, a revision is currently under way, the “Future of GEO” process, the

outcome of which is hitherto unknown.

The permanent model under this option provides slightly better safeguards against

this risk. In this model, the scientific mechanism is no longer part of the IGO work

programme or any other specific decisions that states need to adopt or reaffirm

from time to time. It can thus not (so easily) fall victim to a shift in political priorities

or political conflicts. GESAMP underscored this assessment in 2018, when it

celebrated its 50th anniversary. The permanence of GESAMP might also be due to

its diversified funding structure, currently consisting of ten UN organisations.

In general, this is not to say that the other two basic options for an institutional

setting do not face any risks in funding. Yet, their higher degree of

institutionalisation better protects them from these risks, although even the legal
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status does not guarantee sustained and sufficient funding (Stokstad 2017). Such

higher degree of institutionalisation does however provide a more effective

protection from decisions to stop funds completely. Such fundamental institutional

changes and decisions are usually more difficult to reach than to decide on a

reduction or discontinuation of funding.

4.4.3 Implications

In the context of a global scientific mechanism on marine litter and microplastics,

two implications follow from the previous considerations.

To start with, establishing such a mechanism under an IGO requires a decision by

states under which IGO the mechanism would operate. This decision warrants

careful consideration as it may more or less severely affect the scope of the matters

with which the scientific mechanism deals. Two basic options are conceivable

against the background of the existing practices.

First, states could decide that several IGOs sponsor, guide and oversee the global

scientific mechanism on marine litter and microplastics. This is likely to lead to the

most comprehensive approach of the mechanism. It might best enable it to

effectively meet the widespread demands for a life cycle approach to marine litter

and microplastics in science and policy. Of course, this depends on the ultimate set

of selected IGOs, namely on the extent to which their work and policies collectively

cover the different dimension of the problem of marine plastic pollution and the

different stages in the life cycle of plastics. As by-product, this decision could also

lead to more continuity and stability in funding the mechanism since it would

considerably diversify the funding sources. A practical option in this regard would be

to upgrade GESAMP’s working group on plastics and microplastics in the oceans and

extend its mandate.

Second, states could decide to embed the mechanism into a single IGO. Potential

candidates are UNEP, IMO, FAO or WHO. Embedding the global scientific

mechanism into UNEP might still lead to a relatively comprehensive approach of the

scientific mechanism, given UNEP’s relatively broad mandate and activities. The

mechanism’s approach might however be less comprehensive than when several

IGOs share responsibility for the mechanism. Embedding the mechanism into IMO,

FAO or WHO might constrain the mechanism’s approach even more and to a more

limited range of aspects, namely those that feature prominently in their overarching

and, relative to UNEP, more limited mandates and focus areas.

Equally important, states would need to decide on whether they prefer an ad hoc or

a permanent global scientific mechanism on marine litter and microplastics,

irrespective of where they eventually embed the mechanism. In general, a permanent

mechanism appears preferable. It reduces the risk that the mechanism faces a major

funding crisis or even its dissolution when states more or less suddenly withdraw

their support for whatever reason.

Yet, there are also arguments for an ad hoc model. It could operate as temporary

solution for the time during which states negotiate a global agreement on plastic

pollution (if they do start these negotiations). If and once states adopt the

agreement, they could decide to establish a subsidiary scientific body as part of the

agreement (if this is then their preferred solution). If negotiations of the agreement
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fail (or do not start at all), states could decide to upgrade the mechanism into a

permanent model (or alternatively create an intergovernmental panel). Even

irrespective of the negotiations of a global agreement on plastic pollution, states

could also initially establish an ad hoc global scientific mechanism on marine litter

and microplastics and upgrade it later when its previous work met their

expectations.

4.5 Comparison of options

Two general lessons derive from the preceding consideration on the three options,

their advantages, disadvantages and implications in the context of marine litter and

microplastics.

First, there is no option that is overall more advantageous than all other options.

Each option comes with trade-offs, features a range of advantages and

disadvantages, and faces more or less severe constraints with regard to feasibility

(see Table 5). Second, specific design features may provide effective safeguards

against some disadvantages of each option. Ultimately, the choice of an option

therefore rather depends on the aims and priorities that underlie the establishment

of a global scientific mechanism on marine litter and microplastics.

Whether a global scientific mechanism successfully performs the key functions of a

science-policy interface and whether it meets the key requirements that make it

work effectively, depends more on its specific design than on its institutional setting.

This applies to all three options.

If the aim is to establish such a mechanism rather sooner than later, the most

promising option is certainly to integrate the scientific mechanism into an existing

IGO or into several existing IGOs. In this case, one could more or less easily upgrade

and perpetuate existing mechanisms and processes at GESAMP or UNEP. The least

suitable option for a timely establishment is the integration of the scientific

mechanism into a possible new global agreement on plastic pollution. The

negotiation and adoption of such an agreement will take some time, even if it starts

soon. In comparison, the negotiation and adoption of an agreement that establishes

an intergovernmental panel is likely to take less time. If there is however a global

agreement on plastic pollution, the establishment of an intergovernmental panel will

take more time than to integrate the mechanism into that global agreement.

If the aim is to establish a mechanism that reduces the risk to fall victim to possible

shifts in policy priorities and ensures stability and continuity, the most promising

option is certainly an intergovernmental panel, followed by a subsidiary scientific

body under a multilateral agreement. A scientific mechanism under an IGO provides

significantly less safeguards against shifts in policy priorities and faces the greatest

risks in terms of secure funding, stability and continuity.

If the aim is to establish a global scientific mechanism that limits additional costs

and burdens, the most promising option is to embed the mechanism into either a

global agreement on plastic pollution or existing IGOs. Even though the costs of an

intergovernmental panel might not be significantly higher, it is the most costly

solution when compared to the other two options. If states do not adopt a global

agreement on global plastic pollution, the option to integrate the mechanism into

existing IGOs thus is likely to be the less costly one.
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If the aim is to make sure that a mechanism is established at all and all other aims

or concerns are subordinated to this aim, the most promising option is certainly to

embed the mechanism into an IGO as an ad hoc process. This option requires the

least changes to the existing institutional architecture. It does not require the

negotiation, adoption and creation of a new institution, as the other two options do.

Yet, whether the reluctance to create new institutions is actually a hurdle in the

context of marine plastic litter and microplastics is difficult to assess. Currently,

there seems to be a rather high public and increasingly political profile of the issue

and its possible adverse effects on marine life and human health that might be

effectively used to weaken the opposition to create a new institution.
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Table 10: Comparison of options for institutional setting

Intergovernmental panel
Subsidiary scientific body under an

international agreement

Scientific mechanism under an

international organisation

Core features

• Established through a separate

and independent international

agreement

• Own governing body that decides

on work of programme, budget

and rules of procedure

• Own secretariat

• Established through decision of

governing body of the agreement

• Governing body of agreement

decides on work programme,

budget and rules of procedure

• Secretariat of agreement

provides services

• Established through decision of

governing body of the IGO

• Governing body of IGO decides

on work programme, budget and

rules of procedure

• IGO secretariat provides services

Main advantage(s)

• High independence from other

institutions

• No need for a host IGO or

multilateral agreement or IGO

• High responsiveness to the needs

of policymakers

• High responsiveness to the needs

of policymakers

Main

disadvantage(s)
• Reluctance of states to create

new institutions

• Requires adoption of a

multilateral agreement prior to

its establishment

• Lack of reliable, stable and

continuous source of funding

Cost implications

• Highest administrative and

organisational costs

• Costly negotiations prior to

establishment

• Lower administrative and

organisational costs than

intergovernmental panel but

comparable to scientific

mechanism under IGO

• Lower administrative and

organisational costs than

intergovernmental panel but

comparable to subsidiary

scientific body under multilateral

agreement

Political feasibility
• Needs a convincing framing to

overcome reluctance of states to

create new institutions

• Requires existence of multilateral

agreement, no option if not
• Highest among the three options

Most promising

option if the aim is

to …

• establish a continuous and stable

mechanism with secure funding

• limit additional costs and

burdens

• limit additional costs and

burdens;

• establish a mechanism in short

time; and/or

• make sure that a mechanism is

established at all and all other

aims are subordinated to this

aim
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5 Conclusions

Obviously, the knowledge base on marine plastic litter and microplastics needs to be

strengthened. This is not only a widespread political demand of an increasing

number of actors, including states, civil society and science. It is also necessary

against the background of what is known about marine plastic litter and

microplastics and what is not or hardly known. To be clear, the available knowledge

undoubtedly warrants political action at all governance levels. Yet, there is an urgent

need to learn more about promising levers and entry points for effective political and

technical interventions across the entire of life-cycle of plastics.

This requires, inter alia, more knowledge on how much different sources contribute

to marine plastic pollution, on how and to what extent plastic the various and known

pathways transport litter and microplastics into the oceans, and on the

effectiveness of political interventions at all stages of the plastics life cycle. It also

requires an authoritative scientific mechanism that reviews and synthesises such

knowledge, translates it into effective scientific policy advice, guides future research,

and is responds to the needs of policymakers and other stakeholders.

Such an authoritative scientific mechanism is however missing at global and regional

levels. Instead, the current landscape of scientific mechanisms and bodies on marine

litter and microplastics is heavily fragmented. It also lacks a sufficient

institutionalisation, coordination and continuity. Significant gaps in knowledge

assessments at global and regional levels impair the provision of policy-relevant

scientific knowledge. Several key functions that typically make such mechanisms in

global environmental governance effective are performed only unsatisfactorily, if at

all, and are unevenly distributed across the different existing scientific bodies and

mechanisms. As result, the current landscape of scientific mechanisms and bodies on

marine plastic litter and microplastics can only partially realise the benefits that

scientific mechanisms in global environmental governance typically provide.

The best option to overcome this status quo lies in the establishment of a global

scientific mechanism on marine litter and microplastics. More precisely, it lies in the

establishment of a mechanism that operates as the central global science-policy

interface and unites the performance of all typical key functions of such interfaces.

The biggest advantage of such a global mechanism lies in its potential to increase

the authoritativeness of scientific outputs and advice. It is then also easier to

establish a common, shared, reliable and consolidated knowledge base that provides

more unambiguous and effective guidance for policymaking and future research. As

result, policymakers and other stakeholders will be more inclined to use the scientific

advice and will also have a more obvious choice of whom to turn to when seeking

scientific advice. Overall, the establishment of a global scientific mechanism has the

greatest potential to strengthen and improve the knowledge base on marine plastic

litter and microplastics and to realise the benefits that scientific mechanisms

provide.

To fully exploit this potential and to overcome the status quo, the global scientific

mechanism needs to overcome the shortcomings of the current landscape of

scientific mechanisms and bodies. This requires several decisions on its mandate, its

design and its institutional setting.

First of all, the mandate needs to empower the mechanism to perform all five key
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functions that science-policy interfaces in global environmental governance typically

provide. Namely, and irrespective of its institutional setting, the mechanism needs to

be mandated to

• conduct timely and periodic knowledge assessments;

• catalyse and guide knowledge generation;

• enable two-way exchange between scientists, policymakers and stakeholders;

• facilitate access to and exchange of information and data; and

• improve capacities to conduct knowledge assessments at regional and national

levels.

Again irrespective of the institutional setting, the mandate furthermore needs to

empower the scientific mechanism to

• promote the use of life cycle approaches to marine litter and microplastics;

• to consider the regional heterogeneity of the problem;

• increase the coherence and consistency in knowledge assessments;

• develop harmonised and standardised methodologies to monitor and assess the

extent, sources, pathways and effects of marine litter and microplastics;

• conduct knowledge assessments on the effectiveness of policy interventions;

• catalyse and guide research on the effective mitigation strategies;

• institutionalise the exchange between scientists, policymakers and stakeholders;

and

• create a clearing-house mechanism that provides easy access to scientific

knowledge, data and information on the environmental problem and

governance options.

Finally, the mandate needs to clarify whether the global scientific mechanism

performs these functions only at global level or also at regional level.

Apart from the mandate, the global scientific mechanism needs to have a design

that ensures its greatest possible impact by meeting the key requirements of any

effective science-policy interface: credibility, legitimacy, salience, and agility. Once

more irrespective of its institutional setting, this means above all that its design

needs to ensure

• a selection of experts that includes scientists from all relevant disciplines and

holders of local and indigenous knowledge with a view on geographical

representativeness;

• the use and equal consideration of knowledge from all relevant sciences and

relevant local and indigenous knowledge;

• the openness of its working and decision-making processes to scientists from all

relevant disciplines, other holders of relevant knowledge, policymakers and

stakeholders (across all stages in the life cycle of plastics);

• the consideration of needs of policymakers and other stakeholders;

• the consideration of regional variations in the problem of marine plastic

pollution;

• a built-in review mechanism that enables scientists to identify, bring onto the

agenda and quickly respond to newly emerging issue;

• the tailoring and communication of its outputs to specific audiences;

• an appropriate balance between scientific independence of the mechanism and

its responsiveness to the needs of policymakers and stakeholders; and

• capacity building in regions that need it.
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Last but not least, the global scientific mechanism requires a decision on its

institutional setting, be it an intergovernmental panel, a subsidiary scientific body

under a multilateral agreement, or a scientific mechanism under an IGO. This

decision is less a question on whether the mechanism is able to perform the key

functions of an effective science-policy interface or to meet its key requirements.

This depends more on its mandate and specific design. The decision on the setting is

above all a question of political priorities and aims.

• An intergovernmental panel is the most promising option, if the aim is to

establish a continuous and stable mechanism with secure funding.

• A mechanism under a multilateral agreement is the most promising option, if

the aim is to limit additional costs and burdens.

• A mechanism under an IGO is the most promising option, if the aim is to

establish a mechanism in short time; to limit additional costs and burdens; and/

or to make sure that a mechanism is established at all and all other aims are

subordinated to this aim.

Nevertheless, no decision on the institutional setting necessarily precludes it from

being scaled-up or re-settled at a later point in time. In addition, hybrid options of

institutional setting are possible and offer the potential of getting the best out of

several worlds.
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